
King David Restored & Curiosity An Occasion of Sin

 February 2, 2021

The Lord keep us all in His Peace. Amen

Dear Family, I thought it was interesting that today's Lord's
Supper readings according to the Missal were about David
being restored to his kingship. If you remember a few
weeks ago, when all of this started with the election, I
sought the Lord and he gave me the story of Absalom's

betrayal to his father King David, as he positioned himself to win favor with the people, leaving them to
think that his father, King David, did not care so much for them.

And in that story what happened is Absalom actually was anointed as king and then, soon after that his
hair got caught in a tree branch and he was killed. And the kingdom was restored to David. But that was a
very, very terrible betrayal that David lived through in his life. In that story Absalom used PR to draw the
people into his web of deception. He sat at the city gate which is like the town square or Facebook or
Twitter, the same kind of thing, and heard the complaints and needs of the people, answering them, "I
wish I were judge; then anyone with a lawsuit could come to me, and I would give him justice!" Absalom
could flatter and play the well-worn tricks of a pretender, but a subtler, cooler head was wanted now, and
the treacherous son was backed up by the traitor friend. 'And the conspiracy was strong; for the people
increased continually with Absalom.' That came from Bible Hub, in another posting on the internet.
Using deception and intrigue he won the hearts of the people and had himself declared king. Well in
today's reading, the kingdom was restored to David.

The Lord has taken me to task, not listening or search out the details of ongoing dramas, so I have backed
away from checking on things, even from good sources. However, I think it is truly notable that today's
reading was about the restoration of the kingdom. And I do not know if you have noticed, but the White
House has been vacant and in total darkness for eleven nights now. Everything is fenced off and dark.
Things being as they were, when the Masons laid out the city, I have always thought it would make a
great museum, but not a spiritually clean place to reform our nation's policies. Who knows, perhaps it will
be turned into a national monument. And our true president will be publicly restored to his rightful place,
based on the true count of the votes once the invalid ones are taken out.

I realized dear ones, that the Lord did not want us listening to the narratives out there because many of
them are gossip in the form of an operation that is psychological manipulation of the masses, or
commonly called, Psy Ops. The military or whoever is trying to pull the wool over the sheeple's eyes,
hires actors to act out dramas that can be used to cause riots and even lower the opinion of a great
president to the point where people will start to actively hate him.

The point being that in war, a war of words and information, events, and opinions, to influence the masses
who do not do their homework, but skim along the surface trusting the mainstream media to verify things,
while they sit back and enjoy their dinner and beer, those citizens can be easily manipulated ad led astray.
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It is a common practice to mislead the people with trumped up stories, pardon the pun. The Lord does not
want us involved in any kind of gossip, even the influencing of people in a time of information wars
between factions. So, I have had to step back and keep my distance from all the goings on. And the truth
is the Lord will let me know what I need to know, but not necessarily what I wish I knew. Curiosity is an
unending temptation with me. But I have to admit the smell of swamp water in my hair and in my brain is
not what I want either.

But in case you are wondering, I believe there is to be a great time of reordering and restructuring, not
only in America but also around the world as the people wake up to the ways they have been deceived by
corrupt and controlling governments. The Lord even told us this years ago. Dear ones it is already
happening around the world, many countries have woken up and are making changes that will bring
freedom, and the restoration of the rule of law to the people, even China. WOW!! It is happening all over.

Lord, please share Your heart with us.

Jesus began speaking, "You have spoken well about the changes that are taking place, it is true, many
other people living in nations that have been cheated out of their votes, are rising up. This is part and
parcel with the awareness of Me, it is a move of My Spirit to bring this world to its senses. These nations
have been asleep in the status quo and what they are seeing happening in America they want for
themselves and they are willing to stand up and fight for it. My Spirit is moving Clare, I am waking up the
world to the reality of what they have been living under. This must happen for revival to take place. 

"There are those who have been cornered" and here He's talking about politicians "and forced into doing
vile things because they did not want to give up their lives. In other words, they are given an ultimatum:
'If you don't do this, and I'm going to film it while you're doing it, we'll kill you right now' They were met
with an ultimatum and in their weakness did what was required of them, now they are trapped into
carrying out the will of evil people or being exposed. That is why I have asked you to pray for these. Some
of them live in profound regret every day of their lives as they are forced to go along with legislation that
they know that will destroy this country. It is a terrible thing. Please pray for them.

"It is true My People, for the most part, news is gossip, especially mainstream news teams that are linked
together and blackmailed into compliance. As a result, much, much, and very much of what people see is
nothing but pure fiction on these channels, fiction arranged to cause you to hate what is good and love
what is evil. I have warned you all about this from the very beginning, over five years ago, what you have
witnessed is pure unadulterated poison to kill your country and lead you into error and captivity.

"But the good news is that this is changing. This change did not come about overnight when the election
was thrown. This change came decades ago to plot the course of the restoration of this nation to the will
of the people. That is why it is not going away, rather it is going to be victorious. The planning of these
moves has been done meticulously over a great span of time. President Trump was chosen because of his
track record and courage - and he was willing to risk everything in his life, even his family, for the
people. That is why I want you all to be in peace, I will have the victory and what is coming is glorious.

"But you must keep your eyes on Me and grow closer and closer to Me every day because as good
increases, evil does also, because we are living in the end times, there are great battles ahead to be won.
My beautiful ones, I am again calling to you, enter into soaking prayer confirm your calling as My Bride.
My affection for you is pure and very intense, and for you to be conformed to the world or feed on the
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slime of the world is comparable to spiritual adultery. I need you to abstain from the contamination of the
world and cleave to Me. To the degree that you separate yourself from the world and cleave unto Me, and
give Me time to speak to you, to that degree will I feed you with the hidden manna. I Myself will instruct
you because you have forsaken all other sources of information. You will know what is necessary and
little else. This will keep your mind uncluttered as well.

"I know what I am saying is ONE GREAT CHALLENGE for almost all of you, certainly it is for Clare,
but I promise you, the rewards will be well worth it. My Spirit speaks to you softly, not with the blaring
trumpets of the media. As you become accustomed to My still small voice, you will receive what you need
to understand the current events and what I am doing in your world. If more is needed, I will bring it to
your attention, and you will feel the anointing on it. 

Lord...

"I know what you are thinking beloved, and I tell you the truth, this desire to know does not come from
Me but from the evil one. He wants to distract you and throw you off track...for what? A little bit of
inconsequential details? You can feel My movement in your heart, hold onto that and make it your reality.
Be satisfied with what I give you, do not go looking for more elsewhere. Every time you do it is a trap.
Time is taken away from the things that really matter. Do you understand?"

Yes Lord, I have seen this. And it is true, and I felt it. I felt conviction when I was spending time reading
articles. So today I spent the morning repenting, and the Lord had given me Psalm 51.

1. "Have mercy on me, O God,

according to your steadfast love.

according to your abundant mercy

 blot out my transgressions.

2. Wash me thoroughly from my iniquity,

 and cleanse me from my sin!

3. For I know my transgressions,

 and my sin is ever before me.

4. Against you, you only, have I sinned.

 and done what is evil in your sight."

I was made to understand that this longing after details from other sources is akin to spiritual adultery,
because He wants to be our one and only source. Sometimes He designates a source for us, even as He
has brought you to this channel, where I try to stress that you develop this relationship on your own and
have ways of confirming when it is Him and when it is not. But mostly I hope that you all receive
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confirmations here as I share the dynamics of my life. It never ceases to amaze me that what is going on
with me is also going on with you. That is as it should be, that tells us that we are in the right place at the
right time. Praise God!

Later, after I had spent much time looking at how I had gone astray, even committing spiritual adultery,
he gave me this Rhema from the web site:

"Enough! Look at your misery no more. You are weak. Look upon My Heart. Draw strength now from
the fountain of My Mercy. Your sins have disappeared in the ocean of My love." This is a direct quote of
St. Faustina's book, "Divine Mercy in My Soul." I highly recommend that everyone read that and use it
for Rhema's. It is a wonderful book.

Oh, I let out a great sigh of relief when He blessed me with this Rhema. How tender He is, knowing that
my heart was crushed over my iniquity.

Jesus continued, "My beloved, I do forgive you, but I also expect that from now on you will behave
yourself...hmmmm? 

Please help me with Your grace, yes, I am very weak, but I am willing to be made willing.

"Good. That is a start...heading towards a really good finish. I love you and I understand, but what I long
for now is your obedience. Please Clare, be ever so careful not to get entrapped again".

Only with your grace Lord. Oh, how Jesus hates gossip and misinformation, which is akin to lying. There
were times in the Scripture where he allowed it, but mostly He hates it. That is why He keeps our eyes
from the so-called news. After this video I will share a song I wrote about that topic. He has given me
Psalm 15 in my Rhema's, just yesterday, and it is very appropriate here so I will post it after the message.

Dear family, I want to thank you so much for donating to our mission. We have many needy families, and
we continue to provide them with wood for the winter as well as food, clothing, and some propane bills
for those who cannot afford their own heat. What you send us also provides for the twelve who live in
community with us, and two out of the group other than me now have their own ministries. This is
wonderful, this is my heart, when someone comes here to the Refuge. This is not a place to hide and tuck
away from the world. This is a place to get more intimacy with God, and if you are given a ministry to get
launched on that path to your ministry, whether it be here using the internet or if it be in another location
like Africa where Mother Elisha will be going sometime soon. In any case you have all been so
wonderful to us, may the Lord bless you with His peace and His joy as we travel this dark journey
together. You are loved.
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Psalm 15, Who May Dwell - Song

February 2, 2021
  

Who may dwell
Who may dwell

in your holy tent?

He who walks righteously,
speaking truth from the heart.

He who rejects dishonest gain
and stops his ears against plots of destruction.

Who shuts his eyes against contemplating evil,
who slanders not his neighbor nor harms another

and never defames a friend.

Who may dwell
Who may dwell

on your holy mountain?

He who refuses to contemplate harming his brother
and keeps his tongue from evil,
never using his lips to deceive.

He who harbors not bitter envy and selfish ambition,
who keeps his heart free of judgement

and always speaks well of others.

You will dwell
on the heights

never to be shaken

(You will dwell
on the heights

never to be shaken)

He who forgives offenses and is quick to confess his own fault,
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who is lenient with the shortcomings of his brother
and swift to correct the error of his own ways.

He who spends not his life on worldly gain and pleasure,
but looks after the needs of the poor and the alien in his midst.

He who cares nothing for the praises of men nor courts their favor
but considers his ways before God and seeks only His favor.

You will dwell
on the heights

never to be shaken

(You will dwell
on the heights

never to be shaken)

He who gives thanks when things go well as well as when things go badly
who entrusts his life to the wisdom of the almighty.

He who forms no complaints in his heart nor utters a deprecating word
but makes his heart a tabernacle of praise and thanksgiving to the most High God

always giving thanks for His benefits.

You will dwell on the heights and never to be shaken
Your refuge with be the mount fortress

Your bread with be supplied and water will not fail you
Your eyes will see the king in his beauty and view a land that stretches afar

You will dwell
on the heights

never to be shaken

(You will dwell
on the heights

never to be shaken)

(You will dwell
on the heights

never to be shaken)
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China Cry - Song

 February 3, 2021

My China Cry is a mysterious melody that came forth
during the time that China was discovered on both our
borders, southern and northern. The whole feeling is about
intrigue with an oriental flavor. Ezekiel gave it its name.
Maybe China should cry because they did not succeed in
steeling the election and bringing our country into civil war.
Rather they now are faced with the dissolution of

communism as people rise up to throw off the shackles they've been living under.
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The Armor of God-Helmet

 February 4, 2021

The May the Lord keep us together in peace and harmony.
Amen. Dear family, I am going to finish a message I had
begun several days ago, about the Lord's armor.

I confess that I can be lazy and hardheaded. You already
know that I do not like battles, I am a lover not a fighter.
But the Lord has shown me that I will not be able to love

anyone if I get defeated in battle, so I force myself to obey. If I do not put the helmet on first thing in the
morning, my thoughts run aground and slide into an apathetic past when I did not know the Lord or have
His grace. Life was a grey mist with no future until I purposed in my heart that I would not live this way
anymore, I would find something I loved to do and make a living at it. This was when I was about
eighteen, nineteen years old.

That is how I became a nature photographer, and I loved my work. But I was very prone to depression as
a young woman and I constantly had to fight that grey mist that would periodically pull me down. I am
sharing this with you because now I must motivate myself to fight the black mist of demons that are
continually reminding me of my failures of the past. Yet the Lord is continually reminding me that He has
indeed done a new thing in my life and I am not that pitiful couch potato with buck teeth and slightly
overweight, that felt so alienated from society.

So, the Lord began here:

"You have seen how the governments play with misinformation to mislead their opponents, well, Satan's
servants are also very well versed and trained in these techniques, far more than human beings imagine.
Their whole purpose is to mislead and derail a soul's destiny. They have played soft ball with you,
knowing how impressionable and curious you are." 

And when He said that I thought, "Yeah, they wouldn't play hardball because it's not necessary".

Anyway, continuing on,

"You are beginning to realize the importance of the armor and that it is very, very, real and substantial. I
give it to those in the front lines and to their leaders, but if you are lazy and half- heartedly believing, you
will not avail yourself of it. Use the armor Clare, use the armor. Now, in wisdom and recognition of how
important it truly is, I will give you further instruction so you can become stronger in the face of
temptations. 

The Helmet of Salvation is meant to go deep into your mind that I have redeemed you from this world,
you are a new creation, all the things of this earth, your attractions, desires, faults, rebellions, etc., have
been covered in My Blood. For this reason, a red helmet will remind you that you are covered by My
Blood.
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Since so many things are affected by your thinking, you need to determine the weaknesses you have...that
is the things that cause you to think in a negative manner. When I say, "negative manner" I am referring
to the individual attitudes and patterns thinking that have come with you from the world. Attitudes such
as complaining, griping, fault finding, judgment, self-indulgence, independent thinking, researching
beyond what is necessary, love of knowledge that is contaminating, self-pity, self-deprecation - constant
mental whipping of yourself for what you deem is stupidity." 

By the way, I have found a way to reverse those negative exclamations when things do not go my way.
For instance, let us say the hot water heater stops working...I have never had running water here on the
mountain, let alone hot water. But thanks to one of our skilled members, we were able to have that. Well
instead of complaining, "Stupid water heater!!!" The very second, I catch myself saying that I repent and
say, "Thank you Lord for the convenience of running water." and I mean it from the heart. I actually
recall lugging a five-gallon jerry can up the rugged hillside to provide water. So, I have applied this rule
to every single complaint that manages to come up and out of me. And I think it is much more pleasing to
the Lord. After all, these little inconveniences are also fast offerings to back up our prayers.

Jesus continued,

"The enemy is very skilled in these patterns of thinking and he has seen to it that you grow up with these
attitudes guiding you and forming you, from your parents. "

My one parent, actually, I did not have a father.

"This is why generations can be crippled. Once the negative narrative has been established, the child's
thinking is set for the rest of their lives, unless something huge happens to pull them out of this. But mind
you, anytime a soul who has conquered these negative narratives, suffers setbacks such as illness, loss of
job, failure at a project, divorce, or an accident, etc., they can fall back into these negative patterns of
seeing themselves severely deficient in relation to the world, which causes them to want to lay down and
die or give up. And if this goes on long enough, they can lose the gains they fought so hard for and begin
to settle for what is easy and loose the vision of a victorious life.

The body is set up to strengthen those areas that are damaged, therefore, you might have conquered these
things in the past but let us say you are beset by a painful illness, such as you and your husband have.
The body then takes from the positive thinking chemicals in your brain and applies them to the pain
centers and the areas of your mind that process thinking and positive coping, then you become depressed
and you tend to slip back into those patterns of negativity you overcame when you were younger. You, My
Love, have been riding a seesaw all your life, struggling with these and that is why we are sitting here
together now, and I am imparting to you the answers you need to continue on in victory over your past,
but more than that, for those who will come after you who suffer in this very same way"

(I was beginning to feel really bad as the Lord was talking about this and I don't even know why, but
Jesus continued,

Now don't go that way, I am here to steer you in a new direction. When you realize the hand, you have
been dealt in life, such as the kind of parents you had or did not have and how they modeled coping in
life, for better or for worse, you can succumb to self-pity and bitterness. But I am here to tell you that I
can turn it all around. There is hope. You do not have to become that adolescent you were once, that felt
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so defeated in life."

Lord, I have been seeing myself back in time that way and it is so ugly.

He continued, "Part of that is a function of age, but part of it is the demons reminding you of your
failures. This is where grace comes in, especially the graces associated with the full armor and the
helmet. Other graces are obtained through worship and receiving My Body and Blood with the right
attitude and reverence. But here I am focusing on the helmet. 

My people, each one of you are different in what you are lacking, in some degree or another. This is
where you can make a conscious decision to strengthen your armor in much the same way you make the
conscious decision to take calcium and magnesium for your bones. You have the freedom to make the
decision about what you want to be fortified against. Normally you do not think this way, that is why I am
focusing on this, so you will begin to think this way. I want all of you who are afflicted with toxic attitudes
to overcome them, even before I take you to Heaven, where the leaves of the trees growing along the
River of Life, will heal anything left in your natures.

Are you surly and negative in your thinking, so you snap at others when they inconvenience you? You can
guard against this with a spirit of thanksgiving lining the inside of your helmet, so that you correspond by
thanking God for that person in your life and all they mean to you. You could be all alone as many older
people are, who have nothing to interact with other than their movies and entertainments. If you allow the
negativity to continue you dampen the Spirit of God and worship and become nothing more than a body
suit with a spirit in retreat from life.

For this helmet, I am assigning an outer covering of blood red steel with a three - inch thick, lining of
memory foam made of pure, spun, gold. Now look again and you will see a translucent image of an
illuminated brain inside the helmet. It is My brain, infused with My mind and as you place the helmet on
your head, My Mind disappears into yours, becoming a perfect fit. I am giving you the Mind of Christ
encased in steel armor and covered in My redeeming, sanctifying blood, lined with golden filters,
appropriate to your individual needs.

Now about these filters, you can have as many as you deem necessary, according to the daily struggles of
your life. For you Clare, one layer of pure unadulterated joyful thanksgiving, closest to your head, the
next layer is a layer of unconditional love and charity, and finally on the outside, a layer of indomitable
courage fused with perseverance. Now this is a VERY REAL helmet. I have just created it for you, inside,
are the inner workings of My mind that pertains to your life experiences. You are mentally, fully
equipped. (He read my thoughts) Yes, you may add a layer of patience, let that be part of the steel. Case
hardened steel in the fires that forge patience. 

Now take this and put it on saying, "I have the mind of Christ protected by the Blood of Christ, all that I
need to know, all the motivation and inspiration I need to fulfill my destiny, is contained within this
helmet, which I receive from You now my Lord." 

Jesus continued,

"You are going to see a difference in your willingness to tackle the harder things, as you do this each day.
I will speak to you about the other pieces of armor as well. 
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But I want to address all of you dear ones, hold onto Me with all your strength, do not take your eyes off
of Me or look to anyone else to save you, not friends, not the government, not even money. Saving you is
My job. To save and protect you is My whole heart's intention. You make it difficult for Me though when
you allow the ugliness of the world to imprint your thoughts and drag you down, so stay positive and
stand in faith knowing that I am doing something very great in your day, something many have longed to
see, but it is your eyes that will behold it." 
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Shoulder to Shoulder Unity

 February 8, 2021

May the peace that comes from a clean conscience and
heart, be yours my family. The Lord began speaking to me
about unity in the body.

He said, "I want you to cultivate unity in My Body. Do not
allow differences in doctrine cause divisions between you.
Now more than ever, I need a unified body, marching

shoulder to shoulder into this millennium. The enemy will try his best to separate and divide you, and
deprive you of fellowship, prayer, and sometimes particularly good counsel. You know the areas that are
sticking points, but remember you are members of the early church who live with a whole different
perspective on life. And you know well, when you stand before Me, it will not be your knowledge or skills
that qualify you for Heaven or promotion, but your ability to forgive and love even the most difficult of
souls, and your ability to forgive injuries and see them through My eyes.

"My Body has forgotten how to love unconditionally. If one item of faith is out of line with what they
believe, they pitch the baby out with the bathwater. Many have pieces of the puzzle of this faith that others
lack. But because of judgment, pride, and a religious spirit, they are quick to disqualify anyone who has a
different line of thinking on the Scriptures.

For instance, many ignore the fact that I said, this is My Body and My Blood, truly food and drink, seven
times, in the sixth chapter of John. You will not find any other place in Scriptures where I repeat Myself
seven times over one article of faith and within one chapter. How does this happen...this bread and wine
turning into My Body under the appearance of simple bread and wine? By the power of the Holy Spirit
when the ordained minister of the altar says, "Father, Send Your Spirit upon these gifts that they may
become for us, the Body and Blood of Your Son, our Lord Jesus Christ." 

Every one of those words are in conformity with Scripture, yet many accuse ministers of performing
alchemy and magic. And I have told you the consequences of assigning to Satan, the things of God. But
you are not to argue these points, someday they will know the truth, but for now, unless you are sincerely
asked, it is better not to go any further. The point I am making is that I NEED My Body to go forward
now fully equipped, shoulder to shoulder with no division. 

Without brotherly love, humility, and a sincere self-knowledge, which means that no matter how many
degrees you have in theology, or how many miracles I have done at your hands, that in your heart, you
honestly believe that there may be things you do not know or understand fully. Without this kind of
humility, you will do more damage than good to My Church, you will not encourage unity and standing
shoulder to shoulder against evil, you will be busy exercising a religious spirit that loves to prove itself
and divides.

The times are coming upon you when this unity will mean, literally life, or death for those who are in the
battle and for those little souls they are defending. My People, love one another, for love is of God, and
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those who love will bring glory to My Father in Heaven, while those who must prove their point at the
cost of brotherly love, bring reproach upon the faith. Forgive those who malign you because of Me, pray
for them and let them go. Do not take poison into your own heart, nor allow a bitter seed to find fertile
soil there. 

"There are so many graces I want to shower upon My People in this hour, but they must be ready to carry
them in purity of heart and intention. But the great prerequisite is love for one's enemies and for one
another. These souls who are convinced in their own eyes that they are but nothing, and that I am their
everything, through which they receive riches of the kingdom in graces, to equip them to be ambassadors
of Love, these are the souls I can trust with My Greater gifts. They will bring in the greatest harvest in the
season to come.

You have seen how the enemy has consolidated itself, operating in unity to undo all that is good and right
in this country. You have seen those from different backgrounds and cultures coming together to oppose
good, can you not find it in your hearts to unite with those of differing opinions and backgrounds, to fight
the good fight, and defend all that is right and good, to be relentless in the resolve to love, and join hands
with those who are different, but Love Me, can you not do the very same for Me?

I tell you, those who love and forgive are of God, those who hold bitterness and accusations in their
hearts are not living for Me but for themselves. So, I am asking you, look long into My mirror and see if
there be any evil way in your heart. Have you passed judgement and pushed devout Christians to the side
because of their differing ways of worship? If you have, I beg of you, repent and ask for My help to live in
My Love above all callings.

Celebrate the differences among you, as long as they are pure and Scriptural. Do not reach for the first
criticism you can lay your hands on, to defend your position while making your brother an opponent.
Many sayings of the past that are used to denounce the liturgical faiths, are flawed euphemisms that are
used like poisoned darts to discredit other Christian faiths they do not fully understand.

Much error has been passed down from pastors of denominations that did not understand the Scriptural
basis for the beliefs of others. It has become convenient to immediately cling to past criticisms based on
misunderstandings. Rather I want you to celebrate the differences in culture and practice, and learn to
discern the great love other Christians have for Me. Christians who come from unfamiliar
backgrounds...such as in the Middle East who have been slaughtered for their faith, men, women, and
children. They have been confronted with death and asked to denounce Me but refused to do so. As a
result, they were executed, husband, wife, children. 

Just because they are not mainstream evangelical Christians does not mean they do not love Me. They
have proven their love by dying for Me. You can learn much from souls. Unite based on common ground
and respect the traditions of those who seem too formal to you. You would be shocked to see how I honor
their worship with angelic visitations. Many of them extraordinarily little simple ones who only have a
heart for Me. They would rather die than renounce their faith. 

So, I am asking you, My Beloved People, put down your differences, take hold of your neighbor's hand
and worship Me in Spirit and in Truth with great respect for those traditions are vastly different. No
longer do I want to hear you pigeonhole a liturgical church as dead. Yes, there are dead churches, but
there are also those that are fully alive in a way you do not perceive. Who are you to pass judgement on
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what you do not understand? 

I speak to you this way because the entire world is opening up to revival and I wish for you to honor
Christians who live the life I have called them to in the beatitudes but bear no resemblance to Western
Charismatics. I am about to open the flood gates in this world, and I want you on My side, shoulder to
shoulder with other Christians whose backgrounds are different from yours.

This movement of grace that is coming requires unconditional love, humility, respect for others in place
of presumption, seeing their great worth rather than assigning them to the camps of those who still need
conversion. Oh My! If only you could see the arrogance of many leaders from days gone by, you would
cringe and beg forgiveness. 

Come now, let us raise a new standard of behavior that honors what is good in others, and prepares
yourself to receive the honey from Heaven that will cause all men to run to Me."
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The Name of Jesus Routes Demons

 February 9, 2021

May t Lord, please give us the courage to conquer our fears
and the necessary information to leave behind for our
children. Amen

As I have mentioned before the Lord has been very insistent
about us thinking about the rapture, and of course, throws
into question so many things. I am learning to let go and to

rest in Him. Not easy for someone who likes to know what is going on, but what is going on is the
covering and protection of the Lord, and right now He is asking us to rest in Him. But in the process of
considering the rapture, and the implications of the rapture coming soon, I realized there is still more
work to be done, more that I want to do, and if He does give us more time, I am really dedicated to
applying myself with more to leave behind for those He does not take. In fact, He has been asking Ezekiel
to pray for those who will be left behind and to pray for those souls who are not saved and might get
caught in the conflagration or a terrible war. For the most part He has been giving us His peace and
telling us that what is going on right now in our country is under His control, He is the Lord, the Lord of
America and the Lord of the world and He is with the administration that has made so many good
changes. Recently I 've gotten wind of a word about creatures from other planets and from outer space
that will be landing on our planet and causing havoc, and of course that definitely gave me a pause for
thought and was a little bit scary. Well Jesus held my head over His heart and held me tightly, as if He
had to, I was clinging to Him for dear life. I have recently been reminded of the utter evil that shall invade
and terrorize the earth, such as a demon alien invasion, where they actually eat people. And I know it is
true that they do eat people.

Jesus began, "These are things I never ever wanted to talk with you about. Yet they are inevitable. There
will be events of such magnitude that the whole world will be paralyzed in wonder and fear. Yes, even to
the point where some hearts will stop beating." Jesus this is.

more horrible than anything I can imagine, except Hell. He replied," Yes, a literal Hell on earth."

"There is much I want to tell you, but you must give Me time. Lots of Time. This is a start, but I need more
time from you Clare. That is why I have been trying to draw you away from the affairs of the world, so I
could speak to you of these things and prepare the hearts that must go through this. First and foremost, I
will be with them in miraculous ways. These times will call for miracles and the shortening of time, lest
there be no survivors. These miracles will be of such significance that even those in Heaven will miss
being involved in them. They are every Christians' dream.

"Fearful times, such fearful times...Yet in the Name of Jesus all can be overcome. That is the point. No
one is without recourse, but they must open their eyes to Who I Am and receive Me as their Savior and
Protector. That is partly the purpose for what will befall the Earth. 

"Beloved Clare, these things are so very dark and ugly, they are not how I wish to spend My time with My
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Bride. But I know they are weighing heavily on your mind and that is why I will address them now.
Nibiru, as I have told you before, is one of the carriers of these things, it is a demonically infested planet.
Time and space are nothing to these creatures which are inter dimensional, meaning that they go from
place to place through dimensions, not as you envision traveling to the moon for instance, but thinking it
and being there almost simultaneously.

"Yes, portals have been opened. Man, in his arrogance has opened what I closed for his own safety, and
now he will live and die with the consequences. But this has been allowed.

"What is so sad to Me, is that My Name, when a believer uses it takes the place of the most powerful
weapons. But the way people have been conditioned to think that religion has no place in warfare, they
are gravely mistaken, much to their detriment. They have no idea the power of My Angels to stop a bullet
or even a missile. The world has conditioned them and stripped them of spiritual weapons which are
interdimensional when used the proper way. These creatures are also interdimensional.

"In other words, you must have a real relationship with Me in order to use My Name to combat the
enemy, as the example written in Acts 19, portrays. And here is the quote, starting at verse 13.

13.Now there were some itinerant Jewish exorcists who tried to invoke the name of the Lord Jesus over
those with evil spirits. They would say, "I bind you by Jesus, whom Paul proclaims". 14.Seven sons of
Sceva, a Jewish chief priest, were doing this.15. Eventually one of the evil spirits answered them: "Jesus I
know, and I know about Paul, but who are you?" 16. Then the man with the evil spirit jumped on them
and overpowered them all. Mind you now that was seven fully grown men. The attack was so violent that
they ran out of the house naked and wounded.

17.This became known to all the Jews and Greeks living in Ephesus, and fear came over all of them. So,
the name of the Lord Jesus was held in high honor. That was the end of the Scripture quote.

Jesus continued, "This will be a time of unparalleled desperation as people reach for their guns and find
out they do not work, for the most part, against these monsters.

"Beloved, these are some of the things you must leave behind for your children to use when the time
comes. Those who embrace Me in spirit and in truth will be given this power over the demon aliens. And
as I have told you before, there is no such thing as a good alien. They are all demons disguised in various
roles to trick people into trusting them. You cannot trust them. Even the softest spoken and gentle ones
are raging monsters inside which will devour you at their earliest convenience. They will only remain
friendly to draw others into their net, then when you go missing, they will make up some story that you
left to go on an errand, but those who ask will become their next meal. 

"Do not under any circumstances receive these demon aliens into your homes or associate with them in
any way other than to invoke My name and send them running. The groundwork has been laid in this
world for the present generations to be atheists, so of course they will not embrace Me or use the power
of My name until they have realized Who I am and received Me as their Savior. So, I am telling you this
now to prepare others. 

Lord is there anything else that You wanted to share with us?
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"Just that I love each and every one of you dearly and am grateful for those who are willing to stay
behind. I will be with them in a marvelous way, and things will be done more on a supernatural scale
than the way you are used to operating now. I will in no way leave you without recourse in every
situation. But your days must be filled with prayer and listening. This is a skill I will help them to develop.
It entails shutting down the internal dialogue and reaching out for My Presence, which is ALWAYS with
you. 

"There will be many cleaver people doing many seemingly clever things, but just remember, the
foolishness of God is more powerful than the reasoning of the intelligence and the power of the mighty.
When you pray and I direct you to do something that makes no sense whatsoever, do it anyway. It will be
your obedience that continually delivers you from the clutches of the enemy. And when He said that "Do
it anyway" I was thinking of the movie, "The Chosen", that series and the wedding at Cana, and they are
standing in the room with these stone jars that were made for holding water for purification rites, and they
are totally out of wine, and Jesus asks the servants to fill the jars with water. This does not make any
sense at all, he said. "I'm out of wine, I don't need water". The Lord answered him something to the effect
of," not everything is going to make sense. Just keep watching, Thomas". In any case, the rest is history,
the Lord turned all of those stone jars of water into stone jars of wine because the man did it anyway and
the Blessed Mother in the movie, famous line where she says, "Do whatever he tells you to do". So, they
did and as a result they had more than enough wine and in addition to that it was the finest wine anyone
had ever tasted. Of course.

Well, dear family, I want to share something with you that happened to me in Taos. Recently during the
summer months, we were citing UFO's in the sky in Taos. One was suspended over the local Walmart. I
do not know if anyone noticed, it looked just like a star. That very night, I was in the hot tub looking out
the window and I saw that same light moving erratically in the sky and stop over the hills to the east, the
direction I was looking in. Before I knew what, I was saying, these words gushed out of my mouth,
"Lord, deliver us from evil." And that very instant the craft was gone, totally gone. The Lord had told me,
do not even look at them, they have a way of affecting your brain. And one of the ladies here in town that
saw one land in the football field of the local high school, watched them and was very enamored of them.
From that day forward she had a bald spot on her head where she felt something happen to her when she
looked at them. And I knew someone else, the same thing, a bald spot on their head and they were
actually abducted.

Please heart dwellers, keep your hearts for Jesus alone and do not buy the lie that they are gods that
created us. Absolutely not! They are fallen angels that have been kicked out of Heaven and have made
bodies for themselves from human tissue and DNA. If you read stories of those who were abducted, you
will find there is not one good thing that they have ever done. They have terrorized, maimed, raped, and
killed everyone they abduct. There is absolutely no reason to become involved with them, other than to
take authority and cast them out and away from you.

Do not be sucked in by the lies and fairy tales and stories that they have come to help the earth, that is a
facade for their real intention, which is to destroy every living thing God ever created, especially
mankind, made in His image, by getting permission to land and to take over the earth by getting
cooperation from people on earth. In the end, God will allow this to begin, but He will also intervene and
destroy them forever where they will be confined to the lake of fire finally. And I will tell you a little
secret, Mary the Mother of Jesus, knows who belongs to her son and who is evil. If you cultivate a
relationship with her, she will not allow you to be misled and destroyed.
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And I have one last word for you guys. If for some reason we should lose this channel, you will be able to
find us at Still Small Voice, at Brighteon.com, Rumble, Still Small Voice at Rumble, Still Small Voice at
Parler and Bit Chute and at Sound Cloud, we are listed there as Clare and Ezekiel du Bois. And of course,
our web site, HeartDwellers.org. We have another site called too Triage for Truth Seekers, but it is listed
on the internet as www.stillsmallvoicetriage.org/. That is designed to answer doctrinal questions. And
there is also a search engine on our Web site that references messages when you type in a particular word.
Some of you are not aware of the special features on our web site, and Rhema page. Here you can
prayerfully click on a button and the Holy Spirit will bring up a word for you from a pool of a thousand
plus Scriptures. Kind of like daily bread, the daily bread box where you pick a little slip of paper and it
has a Scripture written on it. You will be pleasantly shocked by how accurate the Rhema's will be.

I also explain that this is not divination, it is relying on God by picking a lot to help you with
discernment, which is Scriptural, and the explanation is written on that page. There is also a Rhema
message so when you click on that button, out of our fifteen hundred messages, one comes up that is
perfect for your situation. And it is a wonderful way to get inspiration or a confirmation from the Lord on
what you are planning or thinking. And I go to that as well. I enjoy it very much.

The Lord bless you my precious friends, together, we are making a difference, your prayers are powerful.
Let us continue to support one another in prayer and thanksgiving, we need the Lord, and we need His
Body, one another. God bless you.
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Angel Talk, Angels Waltz - Song

February 9, 2021
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Stay In Peace and Prayer

 February 12, 2021

May the comforting protection of our Lord keep us all in
His deepest peace.

I am beginning to feel that this 'not knowing when or where
is next' is indeed a suffering and a test of trust in the Lord.

Lord, please speak to us.

Jesus began, "It is My pleasure dear ones. I have carried you in My Heart with greater solicitude in these
recent days as transitions are whirling around you...and even ones that you have no earthly knowledge
of. I am showering you with extra graces of peace and rest to counteract the melee and storm-tossed
waters of these times. Still, you must know, I am in control. Nothing happens by accident, everything must
be approved, even those things that you cannot imagine that I would approve.

"Your government is going through a major transformation and nothing like that ever happens without a
struggle. Your enemies are watching with great interest to see where a vulnerable spot may be. But I
assure you, the good that has been set in motion by President Trump will not be dismembered, though it
may appear so on the surface or through the media. This is only a facade so that the work can go forward
in relative peace.

"When all has been put in place, then it shall become apparent and public. In the meantime, he needs
your prayers and support so please pray for your borders, as well as the heartland of your country. Pray
against forced vaccinations, pray for his safety and that he would continue to seek Me in great trust that I
can do the impossible. Cast your cares upon Me for I care for you. Rest in the knowledge that I am
providing for you every day and that means protection as well. Pray for the unsaved because times will
come when they need to be brought into the harvest. As people begin to wake up, they will seek answers
from those who have been telling them that I am doing something new in this land.

"And please do not busy yourself with the world. Stay in prayer and adoration as much as you possibly
can. The enemy would sabotage your prayer time if you let him because your prayers are so needed right
now for your country."

Well last night I became familiar with a prophecy from the grandson of Dumitru Duduman, who is a solid
prophet from eastern Europe, and his grandson lives in Minnesota now and I believe has a ministry, his
name is Michael Boldea. He was given a troubling dream on October 15, 2004. Now this is before
President Trump was elected.

I dreamt I was walking through a sparsely wooded forest, and suddenly my attention was drawn to an
eagle flying high above the tree line. It was a beautiful sight to behold as the eagle rode the thermals,
flying in slow lazy arks across the blue sky. I began to quicken my pace, and keep up with the eagle's
flight, all the while keeping an eye on it, noticing that it was slowly descending toward the earth. I
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followed it for a long time, its descent not being sudden but very gradual.

Finally, I came upon a small clearing, where there were no trees, just some bushes on the edges of the
green grass. The eagle landed in the clearing and began to look around not seeming to notice me.

As I began to wonder what the relevance of this was, a man dressed in white, hands clasped in front of
him, appeared beside me, and said, "Be patient, in due time you will see the purpose."

I was silent as I watched the eagle, and was beginning to grow somewhat impatient, when suddenly, it
seemed out of nowhere, a brown snake lunged at the eagle, and bit down on its left wing. The snake's
strike was very quick and very precise. The eagle reacted without delay, clawing, and pecking at the
snake cutting deep wounds into its underbelly, trying to defend itself and ward off the serpent. Just as it
seemed the eagle was winning the battle, and the serpent was retreating, another serpent appeared, red
and black diagonal stripes covering its body, without hesitation struck out at the eagle's right wing, biting
down, and refusing to release. After a momentary tug of war, the serpent tore off flesh and feathers,
leaving a large wound on the eagle's right wing. The second bite was much worse than the first, and for
an instant the eagle was stunned.

Then a serpent much larger than the previous two, made up of many colors, slithered toward the eagle,
opened its jaws, and lunged, taking the whole of the eagle's head in its mouth before biting down. The
serpents retreated and the man who had been standing beside me, walked to the eagle, knelt down, and
picked it up, and held it in his cupped hands. The look of grief on his face was beyond any I have seen in
my life. Just seeing the look on the man's face broke your heart.

The man continued to look down at the eagle, and with a pained voice said, "The true tragedy, is that at
any moment it could have sought the safety of the above, it could have soared toward the heavens and
would have found its protection. This has been revealed to you, that you may know, the first bite has
been, the second is yet to come, and the third will be its destruction."

I watched for a long time as the man held the eagle in the palms of his hands, the pained expression never
leaving his features. I was too stunned to speak, or ask any questions, what I had seen having seemed so
real.

The feeling followed me into my waking hours as well, and each time I closed my eyes I saw the entire
scene play before my eyes throughout the day.

One thing that I feel I needed to share with you is that the second bite seemed to come from an
unexpected place. Although I have my own opinion concerning this, I choose to keep it to myself,
because expounding on personal opinion is a dangerous thing when it comes to things that God reveals.
And that is the end.

I have sought the Holy Spirit's guidance on this dream, and I believe the Eagle represents our nation, and
the snake's color may be the color of the flags of other nations who are hostile to us. If that were true, the
brown flag belongs to Vatican City's military division, but also one of the flags of Mexico has a brown
eagle with a snake in its mouth...and strangely when the Lord first told me that the anti- was with us, he
was on a ship going to Mexico with Hillary Clinton. It was in a dream. And later by at least a decade,
Obama emerged with Hillary in a very crucial role and I recognized him. In any case, the brown snake
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has already struck the left wing. Could that be the damage that Obama has done in the eight years of his
administration? It would seem that way.

Concerning the red and black striped snake, the only red and black flag I could find, appears divided on
an angle, red from black and it represents the anarchy/communism and socialism movements.
Interestingly it delivered a decisive blow to the right wing of the eagle, could that mean the political right
wing? It makes sense that it would be unexpected because it comes from the people inside the party who
were traitors.

Also, those Americans who were hired by the socialist/anarchists to cause division and havoc at the
demonstrations, really have no idea what they are standing for, the repercussions of what they are
standing for, they 're really just there for the money. And speaking of the multicolored, much bigger
snake, makes me think of the United Nations that is represented by each of the member nation's flags.

Jesus, when this prophecy was given, President Trump was not in charge, rather the deep state was. But
he has sought Your will and heart, and I believe done his absolute best to do what was right and good in
spite of all the attempts to assassinate him. That is why I cannot imagine that you would allow the 3
snakes to kill America since he has and is still seeking You in the heavens above. And this was the very
thing the angel was lamenting, if only the eagle had sought the help that comes from above, I believe that
Donald has done that.

Jesus continued, "Because Donald turned to Me, because of the prayers being offered daily by those who
are awake and seriously praying, things will be mitigated. Now mitigated means to make less severe, less
intense, or harsh, and painful.

He continued, "Much talk and planning has gone into these plots, but when Donald took over the country,
he sought Me immediately and in so doing did much to change the destiny of this nation. What I am
calling you to now is extensive prayer and intercession for your president, your true president. Things are
not what they seem on the surface, there is so much going on in the background. But a certain amount of
normality in appearances is necessary to keep the nation in a stable condition. 

"The large multicolored snake represents the global nations band together to put an end to your country.
As long as your president stays in the air, above the ground, in other words as long as he uses the
strategies, I give him and does not descend to battles on the ground, he will have the victory, but not
without casualties. Oh Clare, this is indeed a treacherous time, do put your heart into prayers for him.
Offer what you can My dear one, and to all My Brides, I ask you to bear with Me while I purge the evil
from this nation and back up your leaders as never before. It is your prayers, right now, along with your
fast offerings and sacrifices that will determine the outcome of this nation. If you are weary in well doing
and prayer, I understand, but you have only to ask Me for a fresh anointing and passion in your heart
and I will respond. We are doing this together and you are all getting a lesson in how a government on
this earth is run. But there will be a day when the government is placed upon My shoulders and you shall
all live in peace and justice, until then you must pray for your freedom. "
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CRITICAL PRAYER REQUESTS

 February 12, 2021

May Dear family of Heart Dwellers, it has come to my
attention that the impeachment farce is just another
distraction to give the enemy time to institute terrible
measures against the American people. So, I am asking you
to pray for the following intentions which are incredibly
high on the list of priorities.

* Pray that evil will be exposed and disarmed before it does damage.

* Pray that corruption will be discovered, routed out and brought to justice.

* Pray for safe and secure borders, that trespassers or hostile forces will not penetrate into our country,
especially in the Northwest, Washington, Minnesota, Maine, the Northeast, New York, Southwest
California, Southeast Florida, and that rioting and evil will not get the upper hand in those places as well
as Oklahoma City.

* Pray for the safety of our East and West coast against enemy attacks. Pray that any betrayals by any of
our armed forces will be discovered and thwarted.

* Pray that the United Nations will not gain control of the International

Space Station and that it will not be weaponized. And I pray especially the Blood of Jesus cover and
protect the international space station.

* Pray against a worldwide healthcare chip and attempts to force it that it will fail.

* Pray for Freedom of Speech to be protected with new laws and pray protection for the American people
to bear arms.

*Pray for the restitution of the rule of law according to our constitution.

* Pray that God will thwart any manipulation of tectonic plates and the New Madrid fault line.

* Pray against misuse of long-range weapons and protection from attempts to use them against our nation.

*Pray protection over our power grids and attempts to take it down.

* Pray against the use of adverse weather control.

* Pray that people will use wisdom and not be falsely lured into camps.
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*And pray that any attempts of the Chinese Communist Party to harm America will fail and continue to
be discovered and fail.

I am going to go ahead and put this in the description box too so you have the list that you can refer to in
prayer. These are the things that we believe are most on the President's heart right now, so we are going
to post them beneath this video. The Lord bless you; dear Heart Dwellers let us all press into prayer
together, shoulder to shoulder, our God is with us. Amen.
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Your God Stands Beside You

 February 13, 2021

May the peace and joy of our Lord Jesus be with you all
dear Heart Dwellers, this is Mother Elisabeth and I want to
share with you a true story that Father Ezekiel recently told
me about a very devout, Benedictine Monk who loved the
Lord and prayed often.

His work was making baskets and one day he took his
lovely, but simple baskets into town to sell or trade them to help support the monastery. Upon arriving in
town, the monk caught sight of the most beautiful, young woman he had ever seen. He couldn't take his
eyes off her, and his heart was immediately enraptured with this woman. He fell head over heels in love
with her and instantly professed his feelings and desire to marry her at once. She said to the monk,
"You'll have to speak to my Father if you wish to marry me."

Now, the young lady's Father was a powerful sorcerer and very high up in the dark kingdom. The monk
sought out her Father and asked him for his daughter's hand in marriage. The sorcerer said that he needed
to consult his idol. After some time had gone by, the Father came back and said to the monk, "My idol
said you must renounce your God before you can marry my daughter." The monk was so blinded by
passionate love, he said, "Done, I renounce my God. So, now can I marry your daughter?"

The sorcerer replied, "Let me consult my idol once more." After a while, the Father came back and said,
"My idol says, your God still stands beside you, and therefore you cannot marry my daughter." Well the
monk was so astounded at the sorcerer's words and grieved about denying His Lord publicly, that he wept
bitterly and went back to the monastery to beg the Lord's forgiveness, and to live out his days loving and
praying to his God with all the contrition and fervor he could muster, never to doubt the faithfulness of
Jesus again!

I was meditating on this story and started to fall into doubt about answers to my prayers when Jesus
began speaking, "The impeachment trial is, yet again, another big distraction for My People when I need
you all in prayer and to offer up your sufferings and trials. Ask for My Spirit to guide your intercession
and to help you pray effectively in your heavenly language. The enemy continues to put up a facade while
they plot evil and make wicked plans behind the scenes. We are at a tipping point in your nation and
worldwide, and I need your attention focused on the "real battle" which continues to be thwarting the
plans of the enemy and for the redemption of souls. Your offerings and prayers are very much needed,
now more than ever in these next few weeks."

The Lord continued, "You were falling into unbelief and doubting the effectiveness of your prayers
earlier, do you know what hinders your prayers?" 

I said, "Tell me Lord."

He answered, "Pride, I convicted you of this yesterday and you did confess and sought my help to remove
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from your heart what is obnoxious to Me." Just then He reminded me of Job 35: verses 12 and13 which
says; "He does not answer when men cry out because of the arrogance of the wicked. Indeed, God does
not listen to their empty plea; the Almighty pays no attention to it."

Jesus continued, "Disobedience in ignoring My Will, critical attitude and selfish motives are all
roadblocks and hindrances to your prayer life My loved ones."

I was prompted to look up James Chapter 4, verse 3 which states, "When you ask, you do not receive,
because you ask with wrong motives, that you may spend what you get on your pleasures."

"Oh Lord, help me," I said. "I feel like I've been praying the same prayers over and over for years and are
still not being answered."

The Lord replied, "My People, you believe your prayers are at times hitting the ceiling and bouncing
back down and not getting through to Me and that's what the enemy wants you to believe. Your prayers,
My precious ones, are so highly effective when you pray with pure intentions and motives. Ask Me for the
grace to come before Me with your prayers and petitions with a true and sincere heart, filled up with the
Holy Spirit. Ask Me for the grace to fill your heart with My Will. Ask Me for the grace to correspond with
My Graces. I will grant these requests to the truly contrite of heart, the humble and the meek.

"What pleases Me is a strong and living faith in My goodness. I desire to shower you all with My Graces
and Virtues in a way that will equip you for what is yet to come. You are all so very dear to Me and My
love for you is faithful, merciful and steadfast. I DO stand beside you, holding your hand even when you
fall again and again. It is you, My loved ones, that move and turn to the left and to the right instead of
fixing your thoughts and heart firmly on Me. Hold fast to My hand and spend time with your Betrothed. I
love you and stand with you." And that was the end of His message.

May God bless you all, wonderful family, and keep you in the palm of His Hand.
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Homeruns for Heaven, His Grace Will Not Return to Him Void (repost)

 February 14, 2021

(This is a repost of the message from December 11, 2104)

Welcome, Youtube family. Tonight I want to share some
things from our book Chronicles of the Bride. Actually, just
one particular passage. But, before I do, I want to say that I
believe in my heart that the best possible way to help you
with discernment, to help all of us with discernment is to be

transparent and honest with you about my faults and shortcomings and about the times when the Lord has
had to reprimand or correct me. Or I was misguided and He had to change my guidance, or I was
deceived and I ha to delete something. I think this is the best possible way that I can share with you what
He's taught me with discernment.

On March 9, 2007 I was in Heaven with the Lord. Jesus and I are on a small sailboat crossing a very large
lake, headed in the direction of some steep mountains on a distant shore. I see myself as a young woman,
on the bow of the sailboat. We have entered a lush cove with thick jungle, climbing steep hills on either
side. The water is pristine emerald with a white sandy bottom. We are approaching a pier at the end of the
cove where a small crowd of native women and children have come out excitedly to greet us. I am quite
surprised because I don't know any of them, yet they seem to know me. Jesus replied to my unspoken
thoughts, "You are their mother."

"I am?" I replied incredulously, "But how can that be, Lord?"

"Anyone who does the will of the Father, is Mother to them."

After we pulled up to the pier Jesus got out first and then helped me. The children immediately
surrounded Him, and then me and started putting orchids in my hair. One of the heavy set native women,
walked up to me with a group of ladies and placed an exquisitely embroidered white satin scapular with
golden thread embroidery and white silk French knots trimming the edges. It was just beautiful! It is
executed with outstanding skill.

Jesus explained, "They have made this for you because of your great love for them. Many graces
dispensed on your behalf went to them. In those times when others did not respond to our labors, the
graces were shed on a poor and simple people who would. There are many saints here, exceptional
saints."

One little boy squeezed his way through the crowd with an older girl right behind him and brought me an
oyster shell with a lovely pearl in its center. He looked into my eyes and I into his; they were

like windows into eternity. The boy is little, the soul immense. For a brief second I came to understand a
little of the intoxication we must cause the Lord with our love for Him and why He would be willing to
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suffer so terribly for just this one precious soul.

Jesus introduced him to me, "His name is Pantutu, and his sister is Eruru. I have saved this for you as a
most special surprise." (It is the day after my birthday.) I am so touched, so grateful, my eyes

stream with tears.

"What can I do for you, little one?" I asked.

He answered, "You've already done so much!"

"Precious!" I kissed his little hand and lifted him up into my lap. Holding him, he rested his little head
over my heart and I felt drawn away into a fathomless exchange of love. When I came back to myself we
were departing in the sailboat. I looked back at little Pantutu who was waving and I said, "Lord, isn't there
something special we can give him?" Jesus handed me a small gold chain and locket that had His picture
embossed on it. Inside were two pictures, which I did not see. I tossed it to him on the shore and taking it
in his little hands, he examined it carefully, then looked up with a giant grin.

Jesus assured me, "My love, this is a real place in Heaven, with real souls, your very own offspring, Our
offspring." At that point our sailboat began to gradually move back out of the cove.

I was waving good-bye and he began running along the shore line following us. "Pantutu! Keep me in
your prayers!" I said, knowing the prayers of pure souls carry much weight with the Father.

"You are the reason he is here." The Lord remarked. "It is your prayers and offerings that released the
graces to make his salvation possible. So many children, so many souls you don't know about, so many
surprises!"

I could only weep tears of thanksgiving for seeing such fruit in Heaven. I reflected later, after this
experience was over; many years ago, I longed to go to Africa as a result of a vision I experienced during
prayer, of women and children calling for help with their arms outstretched. They were living in squalor
and so very destitute. I wanted to go to them, but as the Lord would have it, obedience kept us in the
states, but I never forgot them. And it seems now that ministry that did not seem to be fruitful here in
America, in some mystical way bore fruit in Africa.

The Lord has promised, "My Word shall not return to Me void, it will accomplish that for which I sent
it."

We believe that the Lord did all the work necessary for each soul's salvation, on the cross, but someone
must carry the message, and for this back up prayers, fasts and other offerings act as a catalyst to release
the graces they need in the mission field. It has been our experience that when we have labored for a soul
and they do not accept the grace, (wow, that's painful...) the Lord in His perfect economy of salvation,
gives the grace to a soul that is ready to accept it, so that even those who are far removed from the
mission field, by their offerings assist those who are out there laboring.

That's the end of the story from Chronicles of the Bride, a very short story.
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Now, I want to go on to the message that I have with that as a background, so you understand what I'm
talking about in this message and what the Lord is referring to. It's entitled, "Home Runs for Heaven."

The Lord began: "Why have you doubted My love for you? I'm always right here with you. There are
seasons where I must withdraw, for both your spiritual health and the graces given to other souls."

Here, He was referring to my ability to perceive Him.

"That changes nothing about the substance of My love for you. My ever-present Love is with you and for
you. I never abandon you - never! It's merely an illusion created by your own mind, under the influence of
the enemy. Yes - reason in your own mind. It is true that I have come to you when I was not happy with
you, to help you overcome your faults and impart instruction, love and encouragement to you. So, you
see, My presence is not dependent on your favor. It is My love that visits you, and My love that abstains
from visiting you in a sentient way. I am with you. Period. Always and forever. You reach out to Me and I
am there. Whether I respond in a sentient way or not - I do respond. How could a mother NOT respond to
the cry of her infant? Just so, I respond to you with the appropriate Graces. You may or may not realize
HOW I am responding, but I am.

"In the meantime, sentient Graces are flowing in abundance in Africa and around the world. So, you see?
Nothing is lost. Not one suffering on My behalf is lost. All is used and well distributed to the very fertile
ground that is ready to receive the seed.

"You see, I am like the very wise banker who takes your investment and brings forth a hundred-fold for
the Kingdom of God. You, for your part, have given Me your suffering to be used without any conditions,
and I, for My part, invest it where it will produce the most fruit. How can you lose? Understand this, dear
daughter. Although I know your fleshly mind is severely impairing you from comprehending it - when I
seem the furthest away, I am scoring many homeruns for the Kingdom of God. Though these games and
their scores are hidden from you, someday you will see just how effective every severe test of faith was for
the conversion of souls.

"Just say to yourself in these situations: 'Jesus is scoring home runs for Heaven!"'

I'll go into this a lot more - I think I do in some of the earlier teachings. The economy of suffering and
how the Lord releases Graces when we fast and pray and offer Him whatever happens to come up in our
life. There is tremendous merit in shouldering your cross without complaining and offering it to the Lord.

So, God bless you Youtube family, and I hope again that these messages are blessing you. I appreciate
you tuning in to our channel - thank you. The Lord bless you with very sharpt discernment and deep
understanding of yourself in the Lord. Amen.
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The Honeymoon, in Heaven with Jesus (repost)

 February 15, 2021

(This is a repost of the message from May 12, 2015)

Oh, Family - this is just so awesome! I can hardly contain
myself! This is going to be a wonderful, wonderful
message, you're really going to enjoy this!

Where do I start? It's pretty long, but you're going to love every minute of it, it's very, very special.

Tonight, the Lord took me to Heaven, and our tour was very much like the narratives from Chronicles of
the Bride.

It all began very innocently, as I saw the Lord dancing with me in a rather busy area. I was wondering,
'What is all this activity about?'

Well, I noticed His collar was unbuttoned and His tuxedo tie was loose around His neck. After a few
more moments I saw that His sleeves were rolled up and wondered why in the world would His sleeves
be rolled up? I think He really delights in surprising me and making me guess about what He's up to. In
fact, I know He loves to do that! Well, then I saw He was wearing a kitchen apron. You know, He doesn't
give me the whole vision right away - it's like, we're dancing and really enjoying each other and I'll notice
something. And then He'll let me notice something else, and something else until I get the full picture.

So, He was wearing a kitchen apron, you know - the kind that go around your neck and then around your
waist and you tie it. Just like a chef would wear.

Just then an angel without wings passed by with something that looked like a roasted chicken, hot and
steaming on a platter. I get it! He's helping to prepare the wedding supper!

Mind you, there's no killing in Heaven, so it was..."mock" chicken, or whatever it was.

Well, we danced a bit more and I just adored and worshipped Him to the music. I was listening to "Praise
Him" by Terry MacAlmon, with that wonderful female vocalist. I just played it over and over again. At
times He sang over me and spoke encouraging words. After a brief while, we hadn't been there very long,
a helicopter landed nearby and the Lord took me by the arm and helped me climb aboard. Before I knew
it, we were airborne and headed to a large blimp-shaped ship that was hovering in the sky. The helicopter
flew into a landing area in the back of the blimp and we climbed out.

Then I saw the blimp from a distance, and it began to move slowly and then totally disappear into space.
In the next scene the Lord and I were on a beach beside the ocean. I was wearing pedal pushers (capris)
and a blouse, the Lord was also wearing pedal pushers and a white shirt that hung loose and was very
casual and comfortable. That's when it dawned on me - that we were on our honeymoon! We were on our
Honeymoon!!! WOW!
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All around us were very high, dark, lava rock cliffs surrounding this cove we were walking in. The waves
were coming in rather forcefully, but as soon as we got near the water, they melted down into placid
lapping waves as if to greet us and make our walk more quiet and calm. But not before the waves tossed
up a brilliant pink conch shell right at my feet.

The Lord looked at me smiling, "Pick it up." As I did, pearls began to roll out from inside, then emeralds
and rubies all of a deep color and skillfully faceted, revealing their clarity and deep colors came spilling
out of the conch shell. I gathered them up in my hand, and delighted I tossed them up in the air. Then I
thought to myself, 'I should save these and share them with others.' and as I thought that, they all picked
themselves up off the sand and gathered again into the conch.

He embraced me and danced with me right there on the beach and I saw it from a distance. Rather than
being up close I saw it from a distance, and I thought, 'This is the most romantic honeymoon I've ever
even HEARD about - this is so amazing! It's picture perfect!'

Soon, we were sitting beside a stream of crystal-clear water that fed into the ocean. Lush ferns lined the
rocks as it descended and wound its way down into the water. I don't remember what we were eating, but
Jesus said to me, "Uh, oh...here comes trouble." Just then my huge African male lion, Judah, came
lumbering up the beach, just in time for lunch. We giggled as we fed him a few morsels. I looked behind
me and a large serving platter of meat-looking food appeared, catching Judah's fancy. He forgot about our
picnic and had his own.

Soon Gracie, our beautiful, Siamese-colored momma cat came meowing up to us for her share, then our
other cats. And Judah - our little Judah, an Abyssinian grey cat that has markings identical to a mountain
lion, HE came up to big Judah. In his characteristic greeting, sniffed and sniffed and sniffed. I mean,
Judah's a little sniffer, he comes up to you and he'll sniff nine different places before he'll settle down and
accept you. And far from being antagonistic, big Judah, greeted him with a gentle nudge.

After we finished our lunch, I got up to put my feet in the water, and along came some natives running
towards us down the beach. Oh, they gathered around us so joyfully, as if we were long lost friends. They
were fingering my hair and shirt with great curiosity and affection. They made it obvious they wanted to
take me in a dugout canoe for a ride, while Jesus sat on the beach. Soon, we were moving swiftly along in
the calm water and just really enjoying one another's company.

Well... that was short. Jesus soon came walking on the water to rescue His Bride, whom He was very
jealous over. He took me away to another place a further inland where the waters were crystal clear and
calm. I stood on the ground and looked down into these pools of water that were teeming with exotic
colorful fish with a background of white sand. Oh, they were amazing in colors, so brilliant! Every color
of the rainbow!

The Lord and I were soon swimming with them and He was showing me around this underwater
Wonderland. I remember a place just like this in the Yucatan in Mexico...it was a tourist destination and
the fish were something to behold. I'd never seen anything like it. It was like an underwater aquarium
with the most colorful fish He ever created all gathered together in looking-glass water.

The scene changed again, and this time we were dancing on the deck of a cruise ship. The angels had put
a blanket over the sky so it seemed like nighttime. A waiter came by and offered us champagne. The Lord
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took a glass and handed it to me, then He took His glass and said, "I shall not drink of the fruit of the vine
until the Kingdom of God comes." and lifted His glass, crossing my arm with His, so He drank from my
glass and I drank from His. Then fireworks began to shoot off up into the sky, beautiful fireworks. What a
celebration of our love. He was so delighted to see me enthralled by this awesomely perfect event. Oh, I
wanted to stay there forever!

After a few minutes the Lord began to speak, "We should talk."

"No!" I said. "I want to stay here all night!" Then I thought about it and I said, "OK. Lord, if I don't write
this all down now, won't I forget?"

"Are you kidding Me... as if Holy Spirit will forget?"

Here I am Lord, all ears, no tears.

"I should hope not! That was just a teensy, tiny glimpse into our wedding reception and honeymoon."

Oh Lord, that should hold me for a long time.

"Oh no, it won't - be honest! You'll be back here before the night is out, wanting more. I know you too
well."

Well, you're always right, so what's the use of arguing?

"You'll do it anyway."

Uh Uh...I'm too happy to be contentious. What would you like to talk about tonight?

He paused for a moment, and looked at me and said, "Our honeymoon." He smiled with a twinkle in His
eye.

Oh, that was truly, ecstatically awesomeness, Lord!

"Well, My Brides, that is merely a glimpse into what it will be like once you are here in Heaven with Me."

Oh Lord, I'm still floating on cloud 9 with You! I can barely focus on writing this all down, so infused
with joy am I.

And He replied, "And that was merely a whiff of joy from your honeymoon. And I say to you, all My
Brides, I have a wonderful escape to Paradise planned for you all. Oh, you have no idea. Eye has not
seen and ear has not heard the wonders I have prepared for all of you in Heaven!

 

"After the wedding supper, we will disappear into Paradise, and spend our days joyfully exploring the
oceans, mountains, forests and streams of living water in Heaven. Each of you has a very particular
place that is in your dreams, a wonderful place to be that you've always dreamt of. Understand, I know
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all about that place. I have been there and seen the things you love, as well as reading your minds as to
what else you would love to see there. And I have, down to the last detail, prepared many places for you
that we will frequent during our honeymoon.

"You will even meet people there who are longing to see you, as well as your favorite animals and My
wedding presents to you. Everything on Earth you ever dreamt of doing, we shall do together in Heaven
and these places shall be ours to return to, time and time again. They each are tailored exactly to your
tastes.

"There are longings in each of your hearts to visit places you have seen in passing. In Heaven, those
places are real, just for you. What joy will be yours as I answer all the questions you could ever have
about Creation and you are able to observe its beauty microscopically just by desire. You will even be
able to walk into tiny worlds and explore their patterns and composition from inside. Nothing, absolutely
nothing will be impossible to you.

"Our Honeymoon will be a whole year long, as you and I experience one another together in an innocent
and pure relationship. There will not be a care in the world for the entire time. It shall be nothing but a
Paradise and seemingly unending vacation. All this is necessary to adjust you to Heaven and its joys. You
will never exhaust all of them, but you certainly will have an entirely new reality and outlook on life. No
more pain, no more fatigue, no more bills. Oh yes, you are going to love it. Everything necessary will be
provided free of charge. Every discipline you have ever wanted to master will be given into your hands
with barely an effort. Inner scars will be healed and you will be released into a new freedom unlike
anything you've ever known.

"Beloveds, on this Earth, you have scars, wounds, broken and empty places and you are truly war torn -
but in Heaven all of you will be restored. You will express creativity in everything you put your hands to.
Parts of you that were suppressed on the Earth will come into full bloom and spread their fragrance
throughout the courts of Heaven. Truly, the God-like nature given you at your creation will bloom and
put out the most fragrant flowers and luscious fruits. Your gifts will heal others as the anointing flows
freely for the first time in your life. It will flow so freely; it will reach to the furthest corners of Heaven to
heal and enhance all who are touched.

"Could there possibly been anything more wonderful? I say to you, 'No.' Heaven is beyond wonderful.
Heaven is all you've ever dreamt of or wanted in your short life on Earth.

"As you go through life you think to yourself, 'I wish this were this way, and I wish that were that way.'
And do you know, your angel is recording all those things and bringing them to Me? Ah yes, the angels
serve in that capacity. It is My delight to see them involved in bringing you joy, and they, themselves, live
to bring happiness to others - that, too, is their joy. So, when you visit one of the marvelous places, I've
created for you, the things you thought about for decades - little fleeting thoughts of what you liked, all of
that will be condensed into where you are at the time.

"For instance, if you saw a purple butterfly and marveled at its beauty but thought for a moment, 'I wish
it had eyes on its wings' - that thought has been recorded. And when you see that butterfly, it will have
beautiful eyes on its wings. If you love red rocks and deep canyons with waterfalls and ferns, everything
will be as if you painted it but with all kinds of surprises like clusters of wild asparagus and watercress,
exotic flowers and playful otters frolicking in the water. Doves nesting, and a stone's throw away a doe
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and her fawn feeding on vibrant green grass. And above her on a ledge, a mountain lion lazily licking his
paws and rolling over on his back taking in the beauty of Heaven.

"You will see the transformations that Love permeating everything has made. The lion and the fawn will
lie down next to one another and he will tenderly embrace the fawn as they nap. The otters will surface in
the water with beautiful shells and drop them at your feet, begging to be petted. The bees will ascend in
the shape of a heart and invite you to partake of their honey.

 

"The sand beneath you will gently accommodate your shape, wanting to make you comfortable. The
canyon walls will have foot holds and handles making climbing effortless. And on your way up, there will
be surprises like little caves lined with gem quality, indigo azurite crystals. Eagles will invite you to sit on
their nests and fondle their chicks. The leaves on the trees will rustle joyfully as you pass by and the grass
will tinkle like chimes, greeting you in love with sparkling prisms of light glinting off of them and dancing
off the canyon walls. Oh, the wonders of Heaven NEVER cease and all shall be yours, because on Earth
you lived for Me. So, now I will spend Our eternity delighting you with things you never thought of, but
are extensions of what enthralled you on Earth.

"I could go on and, on all night, Clare, but even now, your eyelids are heavy. In Heaven that will never
happen unless you want it to."

I don't think I'll ever want to fight with that feeling again, Lord.

"Well, I wanted to share some of the wonders of Heaven with all My Brides. But I should also mention
there will be quaint villages such as the ones you admire so much in Greece. Cafes and even artwork will
abound on the walls of little bistros. People who love to live in apartments will find such joy in their own
specially designed home, with terraces and landscaping of the most colorful flowers and fountains of
living waters. They will live in canyon-like groupings so they can sit on their terraces and visit with one
another. There are meandering canals planted with gardens and accented with quaint bridges; winding
cobblestone streets, hidden gardens with lavender and white lilies clustered around intimate waterfalls
and ornate but comfortable benches and swings. Oh, what I have planned for the city dwellers will be
something out of this world."

Lord, you don't do anything halfway. You are the most extravagant lover, no one could ever love us as
You do.

"My Bride hasn't the faintest idea of the wonders of Heaven. She cannot conceive in her mind the extent I
have gone to in preparing the ideal place, just for her, to bring her endless joy. So, I want you all to
cherish these thoughts, My Brides. I have gone to prepare a place for you. Truly prepare a place for you,
that where I am you shall be as well. And I promise you - it's not just any place. It is a wonderland and
work of art, created just for you.

"Take these dreams with you now, and prepare your hearts, for I am coming for you soon. Hold fast to
these things, treasure them in your heart. They will renew you with joy as you revisit them, for My Heart
has spared no detail to bring wonder and delight to your soul."
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"I bless you now with My love and My promise, that soon we will be together for eternity."
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Serious Nuclear Threat Right NOW

 February 17, 2021

Serious Nuclear Threat Right NOW

May the Lord renew us with diligence in prayer, that we
may lift up heart felt cries against Satan's agents of
destruction. May we be heard on High by God Almighty
that He would intervene and save us from our enemies.
Amen

Well, my dear family, I must share with you what the Lord is saying to us here in the community. There
have been several visions we have been piecing together to understand what could happen soon. One of
our members had a vision of Father God weeping with His head in His hands. He also saw Jesus weeping
in the same way.

? Another soul who is part of our community core had a vision while she was walking with the Lord on a
beach. They were enjoying one another's company in Heaven when several long white missiles went
flying by extremely fast and low. The Lord Jesus said to her, "This is inevitable." and she understood that
they were missiles being shot at America racing towards the west from the east. This is the same scenario
that Ezekiel and I have both seen in the Spirit before. The sense was that they were shot from submarines
on the East coast. It just so happens that Iran, Russia and I believe China have hypersonic missiles that we
do not have been able to shoot down. And we have tried, but our technology is not advanced enough to
shoot them down. We are defenseless against these; our only defense is God. This happened during the
Obama era when he cut the military budget while our enemies were building these things.

My dear ones, the Lord continues to tell us not that He is coming, but that He is at the door. Family, I
believe that there is something excessively big that is about to happen in America, unless God intervenes,
and I am seeking the Lord about how to avoid what we believe is coming.

I know we need to go deeper in our repentance, and on a national scale as well as well as preparing other
souls for what is yet is to come. From the way Jesus has spoken to my heart, I believe, we are on the
verge of a horrific war and that before the dust settles, the Lord will come for His church. I have shared
with you many times, what attitude of heart and what sort of life you need to be living to qualify to be
taken. Jesus is coming for the Bride that resembles Him. The Bride that loves and forgives others,
provides for the needs of the poor and tells the truth, and is not selfishly embroiled in the world and its
agenda.

As I went into prayer last night, feeling such sorrow for our nation and the world, I was praying intensely
and it came to me, WE NEED TO STAND UP AND FIGHT FOR THIS!!! Just because we were shown
what could happen does not mean that it has to happen. We have an opportunity to pray that it does not
happen. People are tired and weary of well doing and many are disillusioned about the election which will
soon be reversed, I am hoping during the first week of March. There are many signs that point in that
direction.
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But that is only one threat, the other is what is going on with hostile nations that are calculating when the
best time is to bring America down. We need to pray against this. My spirit arose within me last night and
I prayed passionately for malfunction of these missiles. And I believe that if we cannot stop them from
being shot perhaps God will honor our prayers that they will malfunction and will not explode. Even then
when they landed, we could recover the technology that they use so we would learn how to have a
defense system that worked against them. Dear God have mercy. Have mercy Lord, please have mercy.

There has also been an assignment of lethargy, exhaustion, indifference over the people of God. Now is
no time to allow that to stop us from praying. The reason why this assignment has come upon us is
because our prayers are working, and the deep state is going down, piece by piece by piece. And they are
desperate, they are so desperate they would even destroy this country rather than to see it run under a
Christian leader as a Christian nation. But the Lord promised to help us when we were weary, so now I
cry out to Him, "Lord we ARE weary! Please revive us. "As I said, you see our prayers are working, so
they are praying that we will grow weary in well doing, that we will become indifferent and lazy. I have
felt these feelings, we have all felt them on the refuge, so we are fighting against them with more
deliberate prayer especially in tongues and music set on shuffle. We are also putting our armor on. The
Lord has not given me the other pieces yet, but He did say that the breast and back plate must correspond
to the helmet, because of the brain cells in our stomach, and because of our heart and lungs. We must
breath in Jesus and ask that our hearts be synchronized with His.

Beloved ones let us all pray for the malfunction of weapons of war that are planned against us. Let us all
pray also that those who are still asleep will wake up. He is at the door!

Lord, I have no words, only sorrow.

He began, "Yes Clare, I know this sorrow well. It is for the suffering that the inhabitants of this planet will
go through. But you are wise to pray against these weapons, they can be stopped if everyone prays
deeply, passionately from the heart. Yes, My Father answers prayer, especially the prayers of the elect
because they do not ask for frivolous things. None the less, cry out to Him full throated to halt the
weapons that are being planned against you. Perhaps He will show mercy, even to a people underserving
of mercy, for many who call themselves Jews are of the synagogue of Satan. Many who reside in New
York City call themselves Jews but do not believe. They are Jews by culture only, not by their faith in
God. And that does not qualify them for protection. 

"Understand there are many things to overcome. I am the Messiah of a people who reject Me, and as a
result Satan wants to see them overcome and without hope, yet I will never abandon those who cry out to
Me, Jew, or Gentile, for I love them even as My dear children. If only they would hearken to Me and not
seek other lovers and sources of protection. 

"My people now are the time to pray as you never have before, you are at the very brink of disaster and
China aches to destroy you. Yet, I will stand up for you if you turn whole heartedly to Me." That was the
end of His message.

The Lord be with you mighty prayer warriors and heart dwellers. This is a time like no other in the
history of the world, and for such a time as this, God has brought you into the world. Just like Esther was
born into a situation that raised her up as a Queen, a Queen of intercession for her people, I pray that we
will be inspired to be another Esther.
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Right now, two of our aircraft carriers are conducting exercises in the South China Sea and a couple of
weeks ago there was a fire fight between Chinese fighter jets and ours. Thank the Lord we came out on
top.

Pray for the malfunction of these supersonic missiles, or any weapons used against us. Pray that one
would land without being destroyed so our military could intercept the technology. God is on our side.
These people want to make an end to the free world and Christianity, but God is with us, and the fact that
we are defenseless against their supersonic missiles leaves us at the mercy of Almighty God, whom we
serve and love. Lord God You alone are our hope.
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Johnny's Heavenly Journey Home

 February 17, 2021

May the peace and joy of the Lord be with you all dear
Heartdwellers. This is Mother Elisabeth and yesterday,
Father Ezekiel called Mother Elisha and myself to come
immediately to his house to pray for a young boy named
Johnny and to visit him in the spirit, keeping him company
and holding his hand. Here is Johnny's story through Papa
Ezekiel.

Ezekiel began, "I was suffering spiritually and physically for a young boy about six years old. Johnny was
a slender boy with brown hair and was lying in a bed at St. Jude Children's Hospital. His skin coloring
was jaundice and He was scared, as no parents or family was at his bedside. He felt all alone in the
children's ward. I invited Johnny to play in my room and share my food with him. He looked like he had
skipped a few meals in his time.

"Earlier that day, Mother Clare had sprinkled tiny, shiny, multi-colored hearts over me and on my bed, so
when Johnny and I were playing, he was fascinated with the itty, bitty hearts. It brought him so much joy
to toss the hearts into the air and watch them land over and over. In those moments, he was not afraid and
not alone.

"You see, Johnny's parents didn't know the Lord and he knew nothing about God. He had never been
taught about Jesus and how He died on the Cross out of great love for us. So, naturally being very sick, in
a hospital all alone would make him fearful.

"Johnny's life up to this point had been one of neglect and abuse. He felt far from experiencing Jesus
love, when the Lord revealed Himself to little Johnny and in one amazingly, smooth transition wrapped
Johnny into His arms and took him home to Heaven.

"When Johnny arrived in Heaven, he was greeted by someone he didn't know. The Saint said, "Hi, what's
your name?" And the little boy replied, "My name is Johnny." The Saint said, "Wow, what a coincidence,
my name is Johnny too." And the Saint turned out to be none other than the Beloved Apostle Saint John.
So, hand in hand the two new friends passed through the pearly gates of Heaven and began Johnny's tour
into paradise.

"Then Blessed Mother Mary appeared, she was about seventeen years old and took Johnny's hand and led
him to the glorious River of Life that cascaded down from the Throne of Almighty God and was lined
with bouquets of beautiful trees on either side of the river. After spending time, splashing and giggling in
the refreshing and revitalizing waters, Mother Mary guided little Johnny to the biggest and best birthday
party ever! Much to his surprise and great delight, he was the guest of honor, the party was for him!

"In Johnny's life on earth, he didn't get the opportunity to have the experience of a birthday party or any
kind of party for that matter. He was left alone and ignored most of the time. In an instant, little Johnny's
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life was changed and he got to feel and understand what real love is. He was surrounded by and
enveloped in joy, peace and a love so deep and genuine from his God and heavenly family that Johnny
felt he was truly home!

"The Lord allowed Johnny to come back to earth to visit me, to say "thank you" for playing with him and
spending time with him before going to Heaven, which by the way, is the most awesome place ever!

"Heartdwellers please join us in praying for Johnny's parents and his family for their conversion, that they
will all be redeemed and added to the Kingdom of God. And pray for other children, like Johnny, and
their families, that the Lord will move on their hearts and they will come to know Jesus' love for them and
invite Him into their hearts where He will rule and reign forever." And that was the end of Father
Ezekiel's experience.

God bless you dear family and may we all enjoy taking spiritual trips to Heaven!
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Flexing Your Spiritual Muscles

 February 19, 2021

Joy and peace to you dear HeartDweller Family, this is
Mother Elisabeth, and I'd like to share with you a vision and
message the Lord gave me earlier this week.

I had a vision before fully waking up on Monday morning.
Jesus and I were holding hands and walking along a
beautiful, white sandy beach with a clear, blue ocean, gently

lapping at our feet. The most spectacular colorful butterflies and hibiscus flowers were surrounding us.
We had to be in Heaven because I've never seen such beautiful flowers and butterflies in an array of
colors as these. They were the colors of brilliant gem stones, sapphire blue, emerald green, golden topaz,
shimmering diamonds and so much more.

Suddenly, without warning, several long, white missiles flew low over our heads in perfect precision and
past over us, traveling East to West in a split second. With my heart pounding out of my chest and
thinking these missiles were heading to the United States, I turned to Jesus and He calmly said, "This is
inevitable," and I came out of the vision and thought, Lord no, let it not be so. I felt His comforting
presence and heard Him say,

"These events must come about to wake up your nation and remove the spiritual blinders that most of you
have been wearing. My precious ones, I AM AT THE DOOR and I need you all to begin flexing your
spiritual muscles, that is to say, you need to see people, circumstances and situations through My Eyes,
My Heart and My Love."

Jesus, I said, "How do we accomplish this and how are we to truly understand your heart?"

He continued,

"Like any discipline, it takes practice, requiring daily exercise by interacting and spending time with Me.
This is time well spent, you are fueling up spiritually for the day on My Words and centering your
thoughts on Me."

When He said this, it reminded me of Ephesians 6:10 where it states, "Be strong in the Lord and in His
mighty power."

This verse also encourages us not to lose heart.

The Lord continued,

"Spiritual muscles can be trained and well developed. You all can live transformed in My Image,
victorious by the indwelling of My Spirit if you learn to listen for My voice by spending time in My
presence, as well as, in prayer and meditating on My Word. 
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When you awake in the morning and the enemy starts to pummel you with feelings of hopeless despair
and spiritual lethargy and sloth, immediately come to Me and I will restore your soul."

I was thinking about how unfit I feel and at times, spiritually bankrupt and devoid of all emotion, when
the Lord broke into my thoughts and said,

"Many of My most faithful servants, Elijah, David, Moses, Joshua, Jonah, Jeremiah suffered from
spiritual weakness at times. My loved ones, be determined to know Me more intimately by delving into
Scripture to understand My Character. Develop an awareness of Me, My Father and My Spirit
throughout the day, even while performing mundane activities. Practice experiencing My Presence, talk
to Your God aloud while washing dishes or searching for a parking spot. With daily use, this will become
a habit for you.

"Collect inspirational Scriptures, Holy books and music that focuses your mind and attention on My
Goodness and great love for you, and that keeps your heart on Me and on Heavenly thoughts. Scripture
can be placed all over your houses, near your front door as you come and go. Pray first, before any
activity that you do and I will help you and uplift you. Your confidence in Me touches My Heart and I
want to pour out My Graces on you. 

"When you reach out to others to pray, pray intentionally and intercede for them and help guide them
spiritually, I impart greater degrees of My Wisdom to you when you do this. Go deeper into prayer, keep
a prayer journal on specific prayer needs, and when I answer your prayers, offer Me your praise and
thanksgiving. My very precious ones, you have no idea how pleasing this is to Me, by these daily
practices, you are beginning to resemble My Character more and more.

"Nothing will empower you more than by watching the Holy Spirit work through you, to bring another
soul into a personal relationship with Me. Share your story of how We met with others and make this a
part of your life-changing habit. Continually offer to pray for others and they will gravitate to Me
through your salvation story and prayers." 

And that was the end of His message.

God bless you dear family and may He keep you in His loving arms.
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A Love Letter to You

 February 20, 2021

May the peace and security of the Lord Jesus keep you and
strengthen you. Amen

Things are moving rather slowly as far as information being
released as to what is really going on in our country, but I
do believe we are on the brink of a breakthrough as we
continue to press in to pray. The thought came to mind that

some of you may wonder if the third world war is going to become obvious when Miami is hit, or the
Dome of the Rock, as the Lord has told us previously. The Lord may have put those thoughts in my mind
because He answered them immediately.

Jesus began, "Yes, they do ask that question, so I want you to tell them for Me, that because mercy was
extended at that time, the wrath was canceled, that things will manifest in a different way now. Miami is
still a target, but New York City is the greatest target. Yet with enough prayers and sacrifices, there is a
chance that this will be delayed and held in abeyance until another time. But Clare, understand, the filth
that is perpetuated in that city is a stench in My Father's nostrils and it is long overdue for destruction.
Many are the cries of the innocent. Many more than you can count, because of the rampant Satanism and
destruction of the lives of innocent children, and that is without mentioning abortion. Indeed, blood runs
in rivers from that city and it is slated for destruction. 

I have tried many times to move My faithful ones out of that place, to no avail. And one of the determining
factors postponing the destruction, is the good that is countering the evil. Yet the balance is but a hair's
breadth from destruction. You were never exposed to the deep darkness of brutal crimes against the
innocent so you have no way of knowing just how bad it is, but I can tell you this much, it is second only
to Hell. The screams that come from the depths of that city move all of Heaven to tears. 

There is the direct evil and the indirect evil that is set into motion around the world that also cries out to
My Father for justice. Nevertheless, prayers do prevail to some degree, but if you could see what We see,
you would more fully understand how mercy has been stretched almost to its limits, if that were possible.
You see, each day that goes by brings forth more and more evil until the justification for its existence is
totally overwhelmed by pure evil.

There are other cities as well, such as Charlotte, North Carolina, that are rising as a bastion of evil.
Wherever the money is, evil is present in varying degrees. 

At this point I was struggling to stay awake, which often hits me when He is speaking to me. Sometimes I
fight through it, reprimand the demons behind it, or sometimes I am weak and take a nap. When I wake
up, I am fresh.

Jesus continued, "I know you are tired My Love, but I do long to speak with you. I long to dance with you.
May I say, I just long for you Clare, and unless you are with Me in a deeper way, you too are miserable.
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Isn't that so?"

Yes Lord, very much so. And He has been dancing with me lately, it has been extremely sweet. And of
course, God is not miserable, but I know He misses me. He misses each one of you when you do not
show up for prayer.

"I do want you to have more confidence in the visions and words I give you, He continued. They are much
more accurate than you suppose, and much goes by undetected as being from Me, such as the bow of that
naval vessel you saw. It too has meaning, but without confidence that I AM speaking to you and showing
you these things, you balk and question, which immediately shuts down the flow and full disclosure of the
vision I have given you. You have a way to go to reinstate confidence.

And yes, the card you picked has great significance and it would be good for you to analyze it. 

And what He is talking about there are Rhema cards- Little 3x5 note cards that I write Scriptures and
things down. When I had gone to my Rhema file card box which, I guess, has a couple thousand cards in
it by now and picked a random card that says, "We resist God's ways with all our hearts and poison the
present with resentment of change and attempts to control the future. Learn to accept the now, with trust
in what I am doing."

Wow, that really hit the spot. I have been resentful over a soon to come Rapture because I have just
gotten in a position where I can completely devote myself to what is most important and I have the
freedom to complete my dreams, the dreams that You have given me, Lord. But it is true, my agitation is
blocking that. I could not have gotten settled into this position much earlier and here we are talking about
leaving Earth with projects still hanging. Yes, I am very despondent about that. Yes, I am resisting you
Lord, and I feel the poison of resentment over this timing, and yes, I am praying for more time. Can you
help me and expound on this more?

He continued, "This poison stops even what little could be done in the time left to you. It is deep and
strong and blocking even the creative flow from Heaven for the present moment. I know you feel this, I
know you don't like the feeling and I think you know it is strangling the life out of your forward motion."

All that You say is true Lord, but I do not know how to deliver myself of this deep-down frustration and
resentment, please help me?

"Now we are getting somewhere. We are getting to what is blocking you. You feel hopelessly caught in a
time constraint, and you are not the only one. All who have become aware of the approach of the
Rapture, even those far removed from your channel are also struggling with things they wanted to do for
Me before being taken. There is a universal sense of frustration, because as I told you years ago, what
will begin here because of President Trump will circle the globe and set off a cleansing of all corrupt
governments. Yes, this is the time of the great awakening and the political movement is preceding the
spiritual which is soon to come. 

"When you gave your life to Me Beloved, you gave it with no strings attached, right?"

Yes Lord, that is true.
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"So, you had certain expectations about what We could do together before you were taken, right?"

Yes Lord, very much so. Lots and lots of plans to fulfill lifelong dreams.

"Well, some of those look like they are getting scrapped while others have been fulfilled, such as this
community, yet you are questioning Me on why I would allow this."

That is true Lord, I still do not understand.

"Have you noticed the daily increase in earthquakes and volcanoes?"

Yes. But I also know you could make things slow down another four years so we can finish what we have
started.

"You will have all of eternity to do that, but you aren't thinking that way. And part of the reason is your
feeling of failure with the opportunities you were given and not given."

All you say is SO true Lord.

"Well one especially important point you are missing out on is My Father's timing and honoring His
decisions. You are but one soul, yet millions on earth are suffering and will continue to suffer. We must
hear the sufferings of these souls and truly there is a time to put an end to evil. You are living in that time.
It is not Our fault that you have not always used your time wisely, yet that was understood by US even
from the beginning, in other words, we have covered for you Clare. We have seen the failures, beloved,
and we still love you and are pleased with you. You have tried extremely hard, without understanding
many of the influences that cause turbulence in your life which you must overcome. Some are given boat
loads of graces, other skiffs, others row boats. Others, buckets. It is what you do with what you have been
given that is important. And I love that you love Me more than the world, more than anything or anyone
in the world, you love Me, and this is such a comfort to Me even though you have not finished the other
things you have begun, to draw souls to Me, yet I am pleased with your devotion and the fact that you
have overcome much opposition and still cling to Me.

"So many souls are weak, like you are. And yet I want them to know that I cherish them and receive all
the love and adoration they shower on Me even though it seems but only a little to them. Much of your
reckoning is still very much guided by how the world judges' things. Oh, what you will see when I pull the
veil back and you see the fruit, we have brought forth together!! It will be nothing like what you see with
those who have attained fame in this world. It rather is an ocean of souls who have found refuge under
My wings, and in My arms. Yes, an ocean!! What you do not understand is that so many are touched yet
hidden from you. They long to see how I deal with you when you have done the foolish things they do as
well. 

"Mostly they believe they are rejected, but that is SO far from the truth. That is what Satan's workers tell
them. He wants to separate them from Me by making the Christian life seem unattainable. So, he beats
you over the littlest infractions and makes a state case over things that matter little to Me. I see the bent
of your heart. I hear the sighs of repentance for lost time and graces. I rejoice when you come to Me even
in what you feel is the most deplorable condition. 
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"You were explaining My love to a brother recently and you made a good point when you said, 'God is
always glad to see you. He is always in loving and receiving mode, even as your dog waits for you at the
door, wags his tail and embraces you with joy, no matter what you've done or what you look like.' And it
is no coincidence that the word dog, is spelled with the same letters as the word, God. Truly it is not an
accident, because they have unconditional love in common. How do you feel about your cats when one of
them goes in the bathroom and rips the toilet paper to shreds? Do you hate them for it?"

No Lord, I laugh and adore them no matter what they do, except when they hiss at each other or fight.
Then I am disappointed with their behavior. Jesus continued, "Just so, that's exactly how I feel, to the
letter. You do things that are comical and sometimes even wasteful, but I do not turn away from you
because you ruined something. Rather I feel compassion because I know how disappointed you get with
yourself. However, when you beat a fellow servant, I feel sadness and disappointment, just as you do with
your little loved ones."

"Heart dwellers, I want you to understand fully, there is not a moment that goes by when a demon is not
tormenting you with thoughts or planning the next thing, they can do to separate you from Me. You live in
a war zone that is always active. That is why when a soul goes to Heaven they are overwhelmed with
peace and joy, because for once in their lives they are not being pelted with fiery darts, poisoned with self-
hatred. That is why I speak on this so many times, because you will never fully understand why you
struggle with depression and lack of joy or inspiration. 

"When you feel that way, all I want to do is embrace you and smother you in My Love and gratitude that
you truly are Mine and you truly do care for Me and want to live a life pleasing to Me. That is why you
walk around with darts piercing your body and mind, you want to live for Me, and they hate you for that.
They know that if you get close to Me, I will love on you and heal you, inspire you, reinstate you,
encourage you, pick you up and put you on your own two feet again. So, their favorite line of attack is to
make you feel worthless and rejected by Me. 

"No matter what you have ever done, you are NEVER worthless. I died on a cross for you, a death full of
torment, because I love you and want you in Heaven with Me. I knew you would never pay the price for
your sins, so I did. And for this, Satan hates you and studies carefully how to make you fall or fail so that
he can drag you down into Hell with his miserable self. 

"There is nothing in your life, that has happened to you, that you have done, that you have failed to do,
that I cannot heal in just a few moments holding you in My arms, if you will let Me. I know your wounds
go deep, I know your self-hatred goes deep, and I gave the blood from My Body to heal those places and
elevate you into My reality of joy, thanksgiving, and deep gratitude and unconditional love, just for your
very being. What you do or do not do does not enter into this anymore than what your pet cat does or
does not do. I am using a cat here as an illustration because they are notoriously aloof and do their own
thing. Unresponsive. You love them because you love them and nothing changes that, even when they are
naughty or aloof.

"I could speak to you for days about what I feel, and you'd only just begin to understand the depth, the
width, the height of all-consuming love I have for you, for each of you. That is why I repeat Myself so
often. My dear ones, you need to be reminded, truly you are precious to Me and I have planned so many
good things for you both here on earth and in Heaven. Yes!!! I have gone to prepare a place for you! And
what a place it is! It will astound you, and finally I will be able to take in and enjoy your realization of
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My all-consuming love for you. When you see, down to the littlest details the things I thought of when I
was preparing a place for you, you will begin to understand the very depths of My love, My recognition,
and My gratitude for every sacrifice you have made for Me and My kingdom.

"I long for that day, truly I do. Because I know you will at last understand what it means to be loved by
your God, your creator, the One who knows when you stand and when you sit and when you fall and
loves you to distraction all the same. Oh, how I long for that day. And for some of you it is coming very
soon.

"So, what is the point here? I want you to be so secure in My Love that even when you eat that piece of
pie you wanted to offer Me during Lent, you will still come running to Me in prayer, you will still be
overwhelmed by the joy of My company, and you will greet Me with joy and delight, not turning away or
hiding in shame. This is not licensed to be careless in your offerings, rather to realize that you could have
done better, but I still long to be with you. And in time, because of this knowledge of My love for you, you
will grow in strength to make greater sacrifices without such struggles.

"You do not really know this, but there has never been a time on this earth when demons were so active in
trying to rip My Bride out of My arms. Oh, how they hate every one of you and their entire agenda is to
separate you from Me and drag you down into Hell, telling you that you do not deserve God and He does
not love you; you are hopeless.

"But My Beloved ones, you must cling to these words of hope and hide them deep in your heart where the
enemy cannot steal them from you. Pour over them when you are flagging in strength and let them revive
your confidence in My Love and that I am never against you, but always for you, always on your side,
always sending you graces and strengthening you for the next step. You are heading into an eternity of
joy and you have reason to lift up your head and rejoice. I am with you, and I am for you, We are doing
this together, and We will succeed".
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Fish On!

 February 23, 2021

May Peace and grace to you Dear Heartdwellers, this is
Mother Elisabeth and Father Ezekiel had just begun
adoration, when the Lord began speaking to him and then
POW, Jesus gave him the whole message, the whole
picture. Ezekiel sensed and felt the entire message from the
Lord, almost without using any words, God revealed to
Ezekiel's mind what He wanted to communicate to him.

Here is the Lord's message through Father Ezekiel.

Ezekiel began, I heard and experienced at the same time the words, "Fish On!". Now, I am familiar with
chartered, deep sea fishing off the coast of Louisiana, for people who are not familiar with deep sea
fishing here's a description of the sport, along with the vision the Lord gave me.

Several people were on the boat, including the captain and a few crew members. So, the boat takes you
out about 70 miles off the coast, more or less, and as guests, you are each given a long pole with a large
reel attached. Immediately, when I heard the words, "Fish On" with emphasis on the word "On" at that
moment, everybody drops what they are doing. They reel in their lines and put their poles aside. If anyone
left their lines out, there was a good possibility that they would get the lines tangled and knotted. So, even
inexperienced persons are briefed ahead of time, that they have certain rules to follow. Some guests are a
little slower than others to reel their line in, and everyone's attention is on the one rod which is bent,
almost folded in two, trying to reel in a very big fish.

Everyone's focus is on that person and that fish, and working to keep the person in the boat and from
being pulled into the water due to the weight of a 200-pound fish on the other end. Everyone is engaged
in this activity and has their part to play.

Immediately, two other people help the person get their pole up and out of the holder. In the meantime,
two of the crew members are putting an angler's vest on the person and sit him down in the angler's chair,
so he is belted in and strapped into the fighting chair. While he is bracing his feet into the back of the
boat, while his chair is only two or three feet from the edge of the boat. They have set the end of his rod
down into another holder that is part of the vest.

In the old days they would just stick the rod between their legs and hang on for dear life!

Once he is secured in his seat, everyone's attention is on the angler and the fish. What told everyone to
drop everything and spring into action was those two words, "Fish On!" These fish do not come in
quickly, and it may take two or more hours in the fighting chair just to bring in this trophy fish close to
the boat. The boat captain has one hand on the throttle and one hand on the wheel, but he is looking back
behind him the whole time in order to adjust the position of the boat and the trolling speed.

A lot of line and lure is used to attract the fish. These fish are so big and so powerful, they would snatch
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the bait right off the line, so they tend to use large lures to catch the fish. Depending on weather
conditions, these lures will animate in the water attracting their target.

Incidentally, experienced fishermen, even before the call, are paying very close attention to every line, for
any evidence of a strike. Some fish will test the bait, but a moving target that is attractive, sets their
instinctive action to pursue, give chase and attack, even if they are not hungry. Bear in mind, these are
large predatory fish.

Normally, the charter companies have gone out ahead of time and scouted different areas. So they know
the signs that indicate good fishing, such as spotting a pod of sailfish, and throwing out game fish or bait
pods, days ahead of the charter. Conditions are favored toward the fishermen, but when the fight is on, it's
on, with very little favor to the fish or the fisherman. The gloves are off and it's you and the fish.

Meanwhile, the others on the boat are enthusiastically watching the contest, each having a secret hope
inside, that their friend will win and end up landing the fish. However, again it is a long fight. It's a
challenge, the point for your opponent is trying to wear down the fish and vice versa. The sailfish with its
long dorsal fin, when they are on the line, so to speak, it makes for a great show it's absolutely
breathtaking to watch. Others, such as the black or blue marlin, while being less colorful are still very
strong fighting fish when they are on the end of the line. Marlin are typically preferred by commercial
crews because that is what brings in the money. The sailfish is more of a trophy. Although the meat from
the fish is very tasty.

During this two or more hour period of a battle of wills, the other fishermen naturally get tired and
distracted or go down in the hull to get a quick nap or something to eat, but the crew never leaves the
angler's side, because they know at any moment he could lose the fish, the line could break, or the fish
could throw the lure if there is too much slack in the line. This usually happens when the fish does an
aerial display and they throw their heads from side to side. Finally, at the end of the two hours the fish is
much closer to the boat and has tired considerably, as well as the angler. The crew are still keeping a very
close watch on the fish, and the line, and the angler.

Some of the most beautiful fish have been lost in those last moments before it is pulled into the boat.
Things seem to change gears and very slowly and carefully the fish is brought alongside the boat. The
angler drenched in sweat, may require two of the crew just to help him stand to his feet, when he is
unbuckled from the chair. Fish and angler are exhausted, one of the crew will reach out with gloves and
move the fish slowly and gently along the boat side. Another person may grab a net, however, normally
they use what is called a gaff, which is typically a long pole with an oversized hook on the end. The crew
members who have been so diligent this whole time and are also tired, with one mighty heave, two or
three of the men will pull the gaff and the fish up into the boat.

Now, let's say this is a group of college students studying marine biology on a required research trip.
They tend to treat the fish in a whole different way. They are very slow and methodical and handle the
fish very carefully when they bring it into the boat. Again, everybody knows their part and they quickly
weigh the fish while taking a blood sample. The last thing that they do before they chart their findings, is
tag the fish. Sometimes, they use a radio receptor which is very strong, very durable and almost
permanent. The receptor will stay on that fish, so they can check out the fish's general health and
movement of the pod. The fish may be injured or sick and is given proper medicines to stay healthy, all
this having to be done as quickly as possible to put the fish back into the water so it doesn't go into shock.
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By that tag, they have accomplished what they set out to do and the fish are marked for life. Like a cross
on your forehead.

The bottom line is, the moment the people heard "FISH ON," they immediately dropped what they were
doing and took their positions. If you are walking on a normal day and you happen to be an intercessor
for souls, you will begin to notice quite regularly your pains, sufferings, your struggles, trials and
temptations. The moment you recognize that you are taking on some suffering whether it be physical,
mental or moral suffering, "Fish On!" There's the hook! And as you may have guessed, we are talking
about souls here. And in Matthew 4:19, Jesus said, "Follow Me, and I will make you fishers of men."

We have a choice at this point, do we stand in the gap for that soul or souls, or country or situation and
embrace that suffering and use it as an offering to help expiate sin? So, again, it is up to your free will
choice, do I carry this cross or do I walk away? You may feel, I have been standing in the gap for months
for many different souls and situations or maybe it's been just a really intense week. In our tiredness there
is a tendency to give ourselves a break. In other words, I've worked hard all week so I think I'm going to
take a break tonight.

The Lord will not love us any more or any less. It's simply a matter of conviction, in Galatians 6:9, we are
counseled not to grow weary in well doing. We are only human and He knows are frame is weak, that we
are only flesh. That puts the focus completely on God's grace and not on our own limited ability. Because
He is God and can do anything. He can easily lighten the burden and make you stronger. The question is
our heart for the Lord and for souls.

We cannot manufacture strength or love within ourselves, but if we remember, to simply ask the Lord to
please give me Your strength Lord and Your Love and Your faith, and to bind us tightly to all of Your
virtues, and to see, think and feel with the eyes and mind of our spirit and soul. Which He has to give us.
So, the final question is, do we ask for these graces or do we rest, take a break or walk away? Just
because the Lord has called us to this and we have responded by grace, does not mean that we will always
be at peak performance. He still leaves a little room for our own free will. Because the Lord does not
want grumpy givers. He wants us to be with Him in everything that He is doing as His bride, His friend,
His helpmate and many times we feel the same.

So, as His faithful servants, let's bring this fish into the boat by staying awake, being alert, we have come
too far in our pilgrimage to fall short just before the finish line. The athlete needs his coach to cheer him
on and encourage him.

Beloved Heartdwellers, let's finish the race strong. Do you want to go out in a sputter, or a bright flame,
and ultimately it is His Grace that brings us across the finish line accompanied by many souls? A
beautiful and rich harvest. It's not based on our performance, but His unquenchable love for us and for
souls. And that was the end of His message.

God bless you dear family!
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URGENT CALL TO PRAYER! WILL YOU DO IT FOR THE
CHILDREN

 February 23, 2021

My Dear Heartdwellers, this is an URGENT call to
prayer! Father Ezekiel was shown by the Lord what
appeared to be film footage of very young children being
released on the streets in sub-zero temperatures, barely
clothed. He saw a small boy in a red jumper with only one
sock on his foot, in freezing cold weather.

The Lord also showed Ezekiel, what appeared to be a woman, almost running a triage, driving around
picking up several children in icy, wintry weather conditions.

There was a bus driver who spotted a small toddler about 18 months old with barely any clothing on in
the midst of an icy, chilly cold. The toddler was on the street, all alone with people walking by just
minding their own business and not helping the child. The bus driver suddenly stopped the bus and
crossed over several lanes of traffic to pick up the toddler and brought the child into the bus and was
immediately covered with coats to provide warmth.

Father Ezekiel saw another small child outside of a Denny's restaurant and nobody was helping the child
as they sat inside the warm building eating and being served food! It is our understanding that these
children are being released from underground tunnels and captivity, so those who kidnapped the children
in the first place, are trying to escape persecution for their crimes.

A few years ago, Father Ezekiel was asked by the Lord, if he would offer himself up as a victim soul.
Jesus said to him, "Will you do it for the children?" Every year, Father renews this commitment.

Beloved Heartdwellers, please join us in praying for and offering up our sufferings for these young
children. For the Lord to have great mercy on these innocent, precious ones that are so dear to Him.

May the Lord bless you abundantly and give you His peace.
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Keep Both Hands to the Plow

 February 24, 2021

May the peace and joy of our Lord Jesus be with you all
dear Heartdwellers. This is Mother Elisabeth, and I want to
share with you a dream I had earlier this week.

I was dreaming and found myself in a dirt field, trying
desperately to hang onto an old, wooden plow while moving
it forward in the soil. In front of me is an oxen, yoked to the

plow I was pushing. Straight ahead, beyond the dirt field stood Jesus, looking powerful and splendidly
majestic, while also looking very lovingly at me. On my right, I saw Mother Elisha doing exactly what I
was doing. We were struggling and drenched in sweat as we slowly and steadily moved our plows
forward, at what seemed to be a snail's pace. I looked slightly to one side, emphasis on the word slightly
here because I knew it would be detrimental to my calling if I looked back. I noticed several people, who
also were Christians, pushing their plows, but some had only one hand on their plow while looking
around to see what others were doing, creating distractions for those of us you were making every effort
to stay focused on what was ahead and keeping our attention on the Lord.

After what seemed like an excruciatingly long time, sweating profusely and with very sore, red hands,
Mother Elisha and I arrived at our destination and once in the Lord's presence, we were instantly
refreshed and rejuvenated. Suddenly, we were together in a house talking to one another. The Lord was
sending us both out to pursue the calling He had placed on our lives. She was to be heading East and I
was heading to the West. We were hugging each other tightly and tears spilled from our eyes, mostly
from me as I am a major weeper. We were trying to encourage and buck up one another as we parted
knowing the path that lay ahead would not be any easy one. I instinctively knew, it would be a long time
before I would see Mother Elisha again, as my heart grew heavy, but at the same time, I was filled with
joy and happiness for her as she was stepping into her divine destiny. I woke up with my fists clenched
and sore, and Luke chapter 9, verse 62 and Galatians chapter 6, verse 9 ran through my mind.

Luke 9:62 reads, "Jesus replied, "No one who puts a hand to the plow and looks back is fit for service in
the kingdom of God."

Galatians 6:9 states, "Let us not become weary in doing good, for at the proper time we will reap a
harvest if we do not give up."

Jesus began speaking, "My loved ones, you are all very tired and growing weary in waiting for events to
unfold. You have responded well in going into your prayer closets and praying for your legitimate
leaders, your nation and those who are working hard and fighting for your freedom. As I have told you
before, my dear, you will be successful if you persevere in humility, patience and obedience. 

"There is much work to be done and your intercession for souls and situations is paramount. This is no
time to be lax, I moved on your heart to call your Mother so she would communicate and confirm what I
need most from you and from all My Heartdwellers, and that is to continue to pray and intercede for the
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souls I put on your hearts and mind, especially over the next two weeks.

"You see My loved ones, for a plowman to be successful in his work, he must concentrate on the job he
started. He knows that the only way is forward and not being distracted by the things left behind. If the
plowman starts to look back, his plow line would become crooked. If that happens, the field he is plowing
will not yield a full harvest and will not bear much fruit.

"I called you out of this world and once you responded to that call, you must not try to go back to the
world. I expect you to give Me your whole heart. Some of my servants have not only looked back, but
have let go of their plow and have gone back into the world. 

"The standard of your commitment should be as My commitment to go to the Cross without looking back.
I steadfastly set My face to follow My Father's Will for My life and My earthly ministry. I need you all to
steadfastly set your faces to follow My Will for you. Put both hands on the plow, keep your eyes on Me
and never look back!" And that was the end of His message.

God bless you all dear family.
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An Assignment of Division

 February 27, 2021

My very precious ones, the Lord has been giving me the
same Rhema from our website for three times this week.
This is the Rhema that has a picture of the big rock with St.
Francis praying on the left and St. Seraphim praying on the
right. And it says carved into the rock, "May they be
brought to complete unity."

Wow, now it's very unusual for me to get a random Rhema that's exactly the same three times in one
week. And I had been asking everyone, "Is there some kind of divisive spirit going around, do you feel a
spirit of division?" and no one has been able to put their finger on anything. But I do remember I have
gotten sideways in communications a couple of times, with my husband and with a couple members of
the community and we were having difficulty explaining what we were saying. It wasn't an attack or an
argument, it was just difficulty in communicating because I would say something and they would hear
something different. And that is a classic tactic of the enemy to cause problems. So, if that happens to
you, it is not your imagination, it is definitely deliberate on their part.

Now I understand, this was a warning. There have been problems with two-way communication with
each other. Dear ones, this is a curse assignment to divide the community and turn one another against
each other, and that is so typical after Halloween.

There is nothing that should come between us to cause us to lose our peace and joy and find fault with
one another, but it happens sometimes and if we are quick to repair it and recognize it immediately, what
a difference that makes. But I have observed several people getting cross ways with each other, including
myself, over nothing. It is most certainly a nest of demons sent to cause resentment, impatience and
bitterness. Because of that, we must be very, very careful to listen to one another and respect one
another's requests, as well as to be sure that we repeat back what we heard because the demons are
twisting words coming from out of our mouths going into the other person's ear.

It's not anything serious, it's the little things. For instance, I failed to communicate how I wanted a
hermitage restored and now a wall has to come down because a window was left out. This was my fault.
But I pray that the inconvenience and anger it might have caused someone else will not conceive a bitter
seed in the hearts of those who work so hard to help us. I hope they will forgive me.

In another situation, there was confusion over a shopping list. A very little thing really, but it started to
get tense, because we couldn't clarify what we were saying to each other. This is Satan's attempt to ruin
relationships, cause frustration and bitterness and ultimately a crack in our foundation of brotherly love
and humility.

Several other smaller situations have occurred with the same problem, and now I see why it was a pattern
the Lord was warning me about. Complete unity, means no disagreements, no confusion, no resistance or
strife, and that is the norm around here believe it or not. The enemy is trying to make a crack that he can
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exploit, to make more cracks that will divide us from one another and make living here together a very
tense experience.

Let's please love one another enough to be patient in communicating so the other person understands us
well and we understand them. Let's be loving and kind when it comes to clarifying what we need to say.
And above all things, let us guard the bond of brotherly love and make up over any disagreements, don't
let the sun go down on your anger or frustration.-- --

Lord, have You anything to add?

Jesus began, "Beloved, I was hoping you would catch the warning I was sending you in the Rhema's that
kept reappearing on your computer. Yes, indeed, those who lack understanding have gotten together to
curse you and everyone who is here. You all love one another and find joy in each other's company. That
is detestable to them, your very presence is detestable to them, and they want to separate you one from
another and send some of you away. Yes, they have targeted certain individuals who they want to leave
the community and leave you without a support system, and also, they will not have the comfort of a
community around them, and so you too will eventually leave.

What you have going for you is that you are all in the right place, at the right time, in My perfect will and
as long as you adhere to that standard and exercise great patience, kindness and humility with one
another, they will not succeed. I am protecting you, as long as your hearts are right. Each of you is a
gemstone glistening in My crown and the interactions between you are beautiful to behold. There is so
much genuine love between you all.-- -- 

Do you know how rare this is? Even in religious communities, sisters and brothers get underneath each
other's skin, long standing resentments become strongholds of bitterness. But rather than clamming up
when you are upset, you share your feelings and come to Me asking for forgiveness and more grace to
continue to be patient and love. I am so very proud of you. Please continue the good work. Your
awareness and self-control have protected you, but mostly it is humility and brotherly love towards one
another that is your greatest protection.

When you get tired or are in pain, these are the times the enemy tries to cloud your thinking with
negativity that leads to alienation. But because you recognize it and come to Me immediately, it doesn't
stick and turn into bitterness or a rift. Each of you are so precious to Me and the way you love one
another brings Me great comfort. Continue to stay vigilant because this is a major attack that is coming
against the community and if you continue to recognize your own faults, and correct them immediately,
these attempts against you will fail.

I bless you now with abundant brotherly love and self-sacrifice to help you through this season.-- --
Understand these are offerings for your nation as you continue to deny yourselves sweet and pleasant
foods. I am so proud of all of you for being willing to apologize and comfort one another."
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Your Redemption Draws Near

 February 28, 2021

May Our dear Lord, keep you in His steadfast peace, Heart
Dwellers. Amen

I have to tell you, some of us are not long for this world.
The Rapture is imminent, there are more dynamics at work
concerning this than you or I know of. For this reason, we
must keep our hearts and minds on Jesus...this is our work,

in the words of Jesus, "This is the work of God--that you believe in the One He has sent."" John 6:21

We belong to Christ Jesus, as His unique possession and He will keep us from the hours of darkness
foretold in Scripture. We have only to keep our eyes on Him. He is continually standing by us so that we
may be sure that He is always there, ready to help. We need only to focus on Him, the solution, and not
on all the problems that surround us each day, or the ones that loom on the horizon. None of them are too
great for Him. He knew way ahead of time and has already arranged provision to help us. Oh Lord give
us strength for what is to come.

All I know is that things are about to take a dramatic turn, an extremely dramatic turn. Ezekiel had a
vision of President Trump and Melania being taken in the Rapture. If this was from the Lord, and the
Rapture is soon, then he may not get the chance to serve another term. I pray and hope it is not true. Last
night Ezekiel was keeping watch all night long. He felt the rapture just hanging in the air, ready to happen
at any moment. Many of us, especially the core members have been receiving Scripture readings at the
Lord's supper, and all of them are about the Rapture. We just cannot open a book or pull a card or do
anything that it does not refer to the coming of the Lord. It certainly is no coincidence - the frequency is
far beyond that possibility, He is telling us, He is about to step through the door and take His Bride. Are
you ready? Keep watch dear ones, prepare your hearts, make frequent confessions, do not allow sin to
cling to you. Do not give yourself permission to judge others, replace that judgement with love and good
resolution to pray for them, while you examine your own interior and put your finger on your own
iniquities that are far more serious than your brother's or sister's.

Lord have you anything to say?

Jesus began, "My precious ones, I cannot wait to have you in Heaven with Me indeed you are in the very
last seconds before I take you to Myself. You have waited long and hard for this day and now it
approaches. Keep yourselves clean dear ones, do all you can to love those around you, especially your
enemies and leave a lasting impression of My Love. Be My fragrance in this dark, dark world.

"Things are not as they seem in the world in this moment. Truly you are on the razor's edge of calamity,
for the time has finally come to judge the world. Now that you are aware of the trafficked children around
the world, the rampant Satanic practices of torturing and murdering children from the womb to their
teens, you can see that things are far eviler than anyone could even guess. Those you have admired in
Hollywood, are some of the worst specimens of human being on the planet. They actually torture little
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children to drain them of their adrenalin which they drink, and maintains their bodies so they appear to
be less than thirty years old, while in actuality they are in their 50's and 60's. The intake of a child's
blood loaded with adrenochrome is their secret. They have no remorse for these heinous acts of cruelty,
for they believe it is their privilege.

"So much more iniquity goes on My people, things you never would have thought could happen. I am
telling you this because the Rapture is so well justified in My Father's eyes. The wickedness has gone
beyond the boundaries of human behavior and decency. Even animals have more dignity that this corrupt
generation. Satan has planned well to bring into fruition the very generation that will support his evil
plans. 

"Yet My grace shall not be lacking. I intend to show My power and My mercy to those who have been led
astray from birth. I know there is much you do not understand, Beloved I know your list of questions goes
on endlessly, and that is why I have asked you to TRUST what I am doing and what I am allowing. I have
surrounded you with souls that hear My voice and understand My ways and they shall take your place
when you are gone. You do not have to worry, what I have begun through you will continue in the hands
of holy and capable people that I have chosen to lead in these end times. What I have begun, I will
continue, and bring to fruition. When you return to earth you shall be astounded at what has taken place
since you left. Truth will be passed on, conversions will continue, little ones shall find refuge in Me, and a
standard of holiness will be established for the resurrection of My Church. All of this, only because My
Brides obeyed. So, I want you to enjoy the little time left to you being with Me, writing music...and
singing it too...and enjoy your work as you come into eternity where it will be endless and glorious. So
much to look forward to. So much!!!

"I have not disclosed to you much of what shall be accomplished because of your very littleness and trust
in Me. But you will see and if it were possible, at that time, have trouble believing. I write beautifully with
broken pencils. And there are little ones, broken just as you are, and I shall continue to write with them.

"There is coming a whole new standard to true holiness. No longer is it the college degree, the alphabet
soup after the name. No. It is the pure of heart, the sincere of heart, that I shall write through, paint
through, make music through heal through and govern My church with. Littleness, littleness, littleness,
what great things I can do with littleness. 

"And for all of you who have dreams yet untapped, understand that when I cleanse this earth of the filth,
you will be using those gifts to reform hungry souls. You will be put in charge of their development and
formation with the assistance of My Holy Spirit, angels and every spiritual gift flowing freely from within
you. I tell you this because you are NOT to lament what you did not get done. When I finish with this
earth, I will need you to rebuild, to support and encourage to build up My way upon the earth. No longer
shall corruption reign terror over those chosen to lead, no longer will there by blackmail, threats, and
bribes. No longer will those in charge seek their own good, but rather the good of the people and My will.

"My angels shall patrol and come to the aid of my servants as well as crush those who attempt the ways
of evil and corruption. Lying, stealing, cheating and so many other grave sins that have ruled over
societies shall no longer keep their grip. Those who attempt such things will be severely punished and
only the good will prosper. Yet, My compassion is without limit and I shall establish programs to heal
and re-educate those who are twisted by sin. Yes, there will be survivors who have a sinful past. The
earth will not be cleansed of those who have done evil, yet they will have the opportunity to repent and be
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reformed. I am the God of Mercy. Oh, Beloved ones, your gifts will grow and shine and bear the most
glorious fruit. You shall be beacons of light and harbors of love and safety for the wounded, the injured
ones. You shall be My Servants of Light who seek only to heal and love degenerate mankind and those
who have suffered unbelievable torments. All shall be healed. None shall be left crippled emotionally,
mentally, or physically. All shall be reformed by My Love. And you My Bride will be the emissaries of this
healing and reformation. You shall walk in My anointing, My power, My love, and compassion and as
you have received freely, you shall impart freely. This is My Kingdom come and My will being done. 

"So, I say to you, do not mourn over the loss of time and being raptured. I did not give you these gifts just
to be wasted. No, I gave them to be cultivated and used. In Heaven you will learn to minister as the
angels do and be fully prepared to bring your healing gifts to earth, whether they be writing, art, music,
or other tools, all will be used to restore and heal. So, lift up your heads, your redemption draws nigh.
Prepare your hearts, keep your wedding dress clean, and fill your lamps in readiness, for behold! I
Come!!"
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A Glimpse Into the Future

 February 28, 2021

Peace and joy to you dear Heartdwellers, this is Mother
Elisabeth and Father Ezekiel had a dream two nights ago,
which I'd like to share with you. Ezekiel began, I remember
walking up and down the street in Taos with Mother Clare
and I suddenly found myself being transported to another
location. I was just swept out of Taos and into a Chinese
market. It was very crowded, like a typical market with

shop owners selling fish, chickens and fruit and they had these little cages that they kept the animals in
the market and many other sundry items. Behind the market and cages were older type of apartment
buildings and restaurants. What struck me was they were so jammed in there, I mean there were cages on
top of cages, shoved up against more cages. The place was crowded with a very narrow way to get
through this Chinese market and I looked around and there was not an American to be seen. I didn't speak
the language much and two or three shopkeepers, between their little knowledge of English and my few
words of Chinese, we were trying to communicate.

I was concerned, I just felt like, I was trying to keep my directions straight because how in the world did I
get all the way around the globe! Even though I seemed to know what was east and west, I was looking,
looking trying to get my bearings and one of the shop owners ask me what I was looking for and I said,
"How do you get out of here. I'm trying to get home or find a phone to call my wife and tell her I'm okay
and I'll be back at some point."

He said, "Where do you live?" I replied, "You probably wouldn't know the name of the place but I'm
American and I'm trying to get back to America." He said, "You're in America." I thought WHOA, really,
WOW?! So, I made my way through the market and was looking for an interstate or highway, and there
was nothing, but small, little mounds of dirt that stretched for miles and miles, like you were in Wyoming
or Montana. It was just open range as far as the eye could see.

I thought I really was in China; everything was kind of humid and the whole atmosphere felt different. I
was still trying to look for an interstate and for a phone to call Mother Clare. Everywhere I looked it was
desolate and uninhabited, like something had come through and wiped everything, literally off the map.
There were just a few major cities and some small and midsize towns, but the materials were worn and
the buildings were faded, like they've been there for a while and they spoke Mandarin Chinese. You
would have thought you were in China.

It felt like somehow, I had been transported in time, almost near the end of the tribulation period. And
you could see the regeneration of the earth just getting to come back with a little growth here and there,
struggling to come up almost like back in the pioneer days when we had the grasslands and you know that
not much grass was left. It was as if someone had just taken a giant scraper and scraped across the United
States, I mean just leveled mountains and flatten everything. It seemed like there were some major cities
here in the States. I'd hear people talk about New York and Chicago and maybe New Orleans. I just knew
the rest of the nation was the same way, and the population on the earth had decreased by like, two thirds
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at that point. Even though these markets can hold a lot of people, from a bird's eye view, it looked so
sparse, almost as if the town was uninhabited.

It wasn't bombed or burnt out, it seemed after the fact. It seemed that these people had been there for at
least a couple of years. The earth appeared very barren and the population had been vastly reduced, I
mean it was way, way down. I'm still walking around looking for a freeway or a phone to call Mother
Clare and then I woke up from the dream.

What was so incredible was, that in the back of my mind, the whole time, I knew that I was only a couple
of hours from home. But it really felt like I was in China, as if someone had gone out and just cut in and
scooped up a part of China and brought it over and transplanted it here. I got a sampling of a portion of
the United States and had the feeling that it was the same way in Colorado Springs, Denver, New Orleans
and Detroit. I think the West Coast was just nonexistent as if it had sunk into the ocean and was swept
away.

I remember studying in college that plates and volcanic activity inside the earth comes up and pushes
constantly and they are instantly cooled by the water, but the plates begin to push apart, they are
constantly more coming up and that was the theory of pushing the continents apart and there were two
landmasses and one was called Pangaea. What I saw in my dream was not caused by nature, but it seemed
like some years in the aftermath because you didn't see any charred rumble or burnt out buildings. I didn't
see any electronic devices; it was like back in Biblical times with the money changers. I didn't see any
paper money, just coins, old coins. There were remnant pockets of people spotted all around the world.

All night long, I felt a really serious need to stay up, stay alert and keep my eyes open, and just watch and
be prepared for the Lord's coming. I mean it was so tangible you could cut it with a knife it was so strong
that feeling of watching, staying awake and praying. We are supposed to be watchers and sound the alarm
when we see smoke on the horizon and the coming of the storm. And that was the end of his message.

One of our mass readings today was First Thessalonians 5:1-6, "Now, brothers and sisters, about times
and dates we do not need to write to you, for you know very well that the day of the Lord will come like a
thief in the night. While people are saying, "Peace and safety," destruction will come on them suddenly,
as labor pains on a pregnant woman, and they will not escape. But you, brothers and sisters, are not in
darkness so that this day should surprise you like a thief. You are all children of the light and children of
the day. We do not belong to the night or to the darkness. So then, let us not be like others, who are
asleep, but let us be awake and sober."

Let us take our positions, dear Heartdwellers, and be watchful, pray intentionally and stay alert for The
Day of the Lord is at hand. God bless you and keep you wonderful family.
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